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I The City Council of the City of Charlotte,

North Carolina convened for
November 23, 1992, at 5:20 p.m. in Room 267 of th
Government Center
with
Mayor
Richard
Vinroo
Councilmembers present were Stan Campbell, Dan Clodfelter,

, briefing on Monday,
I. Charlotte-Mecklenburg
i presiding.

Hammond, Pat

McCrory,

Hasif

Majeed,

Hoyle

Martin,

Tom

Mangum,

Cynde

Patterson, Don Reid, Ella Scarborough and Lynn Wheeler.

I

i lIBS1lIlT:
i

None

********

I

I

QUEBIIS TABLB PROPOSAL - POUR IlOUIIllAIlr SC1lLPTURES

Martin

Cramton,

Planning Director

request to approve the

Queens

Table

stated on the formal agenda there is
Proposal.

At

the

dinner

sessio

tonight you will hear from Daphne Coleman, Chai~ of the Arts Commissio
on their review of this proposal and comments. Molly Faison 1s going t
91ve a brief overview of the Queens Table work followed by Ray Kaskey wh
is going to give a description of how he came about developing the on
figure you see in front of you.
Then Woody Middleton is going to b
available to answer any questions and summarize the presentation.
That i
an outline of the schedule.

I
Daphne Dwyer, Chairman Art Commission stated in September they asked th~
I Art Commission to review the project proposed by the Queens Table, whic
they did, they made those comments in a letter to Council which yo
i
i

received in October.
She is here to ask if you have any question~
pertaining to the comments they made and to also tell Council the Queen
Table brought to them this past week the revision of one of the figure
,which Raymond Kaskey has presented.
The Art Commission also had th~
opportunity to meet on that issue and feels Raymond Kaskey has done a ve1
thorough job in researching historic data concerning this area and
textile figure which he will explain in a few moments.
She feels ,he i~
going in a direction in which the Art Commission is very comfortable. Thel1
have recommended to Council to allow the Queens Table to proceed with thei~
project based upon Council's approval of the revisions. Does Council hav~
any comments or questions pertaining to the comments the Art Com1ssion
submitted to Council?

th,

hai

Councilmember Majeed asked if this is one of the replicas of the figure?
Ms. Dwyer answered yes.
will explain.

I

This is the latest revised concept that Mr. KaSke,

Mr. Majeed asked what about the other three?
Ms. Dwyer answered he will deal with that as well.

II

Holly Faison introduced Ray Kaskey, an architect as well as a SCUlPtor~
from Washington, DC. The Queens Table has hired him to do boundary figure
for the Square and he has been working on this for about a year and
half.
We have asked Mr. Kaskey to research and he has spent a lot of tim
coming up with what he thinks is the appropriate image for our City.
Mr~
Kaskey has just received a commission to doa sculpture in front'of th
Federal Courthouse in Alexandria, VA., and he has just finished an episod
of Civil Rights movements in Birmingham, AL, which is in the Civil Right
Historical District. She wants to introduce Ray Kaskey whom she thinks is
very great artist and he will explain his latest figure and if Council ha
any questions he will be happy to answer them.
Ray Kaskey stated this is one of the four boundary figures he has propose
for the Square. If Council remembers, originally the idea of the bounda
figure was kind of half architectural, half sculptural object meant to pul
the Square together by filing the corners in a stronger architectural wa
than having some repetition among the four pieces through the device 0
this base which besides acting as a kind of an architectural glue, als
raises the sculpture figure up above the tops of passing vehicles so w~
have some impact amidst all the traffic. People would actually have
chance to see it. This is the first figure he has enlarged to study wha
,the textile industry might be or what an amulet for the textile induBt1
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might be. To do the research, he talked with Robert Weiss and he said
there are two books you have to read, one is like a family which is an
exhaustive documentation of the family labor system in the textile industry
and you have to look at Lewis Hines' book of photographs which were taken
in the 1910's and 1920's for the Federal Government which was to document
Ichild labor in the textile industry. This board shows some of Lewis Hines'
photographs, in the center of the board are just
some
industrial
photoqraphs that were provided by the Cotton Council. From the book hel
picked up a quote that is going to be put on the back of the sculpture!
which is "you don't have to be famous for your life to be history", Nelli
Sigmon, Textile Worker. He does not know whether she is still alive or not
but the saying jumps off the page at him and it seems to be the theme he I
was looking for, some way of taking an ordinary textile worker and making
her into a larger then life kind of mythological figure. The photographs I
in the book all helped to provide the specific attributes.
Mr. Kaskey at i
this point stepped away from the podium and desoribed the photographs.
i
Kaskey oontinued they put all of the stuff from the photographs and II
books together and stirred it up with a two-by-four and tried to produce
not kitohen-sink realism, but some kind of olassica1 emblem of the textile I
industry that would not only say that to people but it would also relate to
the other figures proposed for the Square. In this particular case, this
figure 1s opposite diagonally from the future figure, model, the idea ofl
which was to celebrate the future in some way which by definition iSI
unknown, but the only thing we know is that the ohildren are the future so'
there will be a mother and child figure in the future figure and this
mother and child figure is more representative of the past and she is
pointing at the future figure which could have a lot of interpretation, but
she is pointing to the family of the future which is by definition what was!
in the past.
One of the things the Art Commission mentioned which hel
thinks is relevant to all four figures is the way he has chosen this iS
I
kind of an architectural figure on a face does not leave much room fori
dramatic movement of the figures so the message is kind of carried by the
gesture and the facial expression and he wanted to do something that was a
little bit wistful. From his view, the family layer system which he has
said is a euphemism for child labor was not necessarily 100% bad, nor was I
it 100% good. It was bittersweet is the only word that comes to him.
Hel
would hope this would have that quality, as opposed to the future which
might become more optimistic. He does not know if he can add anymore to
that and he is open for questions.
Mr.

J[,

Counoilmember Hammond stated she does not know what the exact height of the [
finished piece is going to be.

!I

Mr. ltaskey stated 23 feet.
Ms. Hammond asked Mr. Kaskey to help her think through the portionality of
the space he is trying to enclose, so to speak, in boundary figures.
Mr.

Kaskey answered· they are about 73 feet apart. They are where the flag
poles are now, in numbers he thinks it is about 73 to 75 feet.
They are
about as third as high as they are across.

I

Ms. Hammond asked if he arrived at the height based on trying to clear the
height of the trucks?

I

Mr. Kaskey anSWered that was the first thing.

He tried to keep

it

out

ofl

~~:'~~ckw:~ o:n~:i::;:ew~~~S:~~~~dP:::d~~ :~i~~:~~' l:::dth:~e~~l
good proportionately.
They may have raised it six inches or something in
the process of refining it but he thinks that is the ballpark.
Everybody
who saw it felt it was a good proportion for the right size, it was not
exoessive and it wasn't overpowering.
Councilmember Wheeler asked Mr. Kaskey to relate the size to something she
can identify with, for instance, how high are these ceilings? Does anybody!

m~?

II
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Mr. Kaskey answered these ceilings look like they are about 14' in th
center or they may be 12 I • It is kind of misleading to do that in thi
room because the Square is out there.
Ms. Wheeler stated she was relating it to people who would be standing.
Mr. Kaskey stated the quote from Nell Sigmon is going to be right here, an
eye level is about here, so it will be about four people high. This is
nice life size figure. Queen Charlotte is a 16 foot figure.
It is abou
two-thirds the size of Queen Charlotte. It will be larger than life.
Ms. Wheeler asked if the figure is 12 feet?
Mr. Kaskey answered if the figure was standing it would be 12 feet.
kid's face is at least twice life size.

Th

Councilmember Martin asked what is the diameter of the base it is on?
Mr. Kaskey answered four feet is the maximum dimension. The foundation a
he understands it, are four feet square under the flag ,poles. Theyar
about the size of those round plates that are under the flag poles now.
Maybe the points of the triangle stick out a little bit.
Mr. Martin asked what the figures are made out of, bronze?
Mr. Kaskey answered the figures will be bronze and the base will b
granite, that is compatible with the granite in the buildings around th
Square.
Mr. Martin asked if it is pretty much the same color then?
Mr. Kaskey yes, well, as close as he could make it without having it i
front of him. The patina on the bronze, that is not bronze, that is
piece of epoxy that is painted to look like bronze, the patina on th
bronze might not be exactly that in reality, but is the attempt to d
something like that.
Mr. Martin asked would there be a little plate or something on the back s
someone who does not know what it is really representing can read it?
Mr. Kaskey answered it will have either industry or textile and then thi
quote from a textile worker. He would rather have the quote because tha
is a real person who was there and it has more juice to it than
historical marker people pay no attention to.
Mayor Vinroot stated Mr.
two sculptures?

I Mr.

Kaskey mentioned the future, what are the othe

Kaskey answered transportation and commerce, which really means banking.

Woody Middleton stated his purpose for being here is to ask Council ho~
they feel.
They are really enthusiast; they have been at this for aWhile~
We feel as though Mr. Kaskey has responded to the questions which wer
raised by Ms. Dwyer's committee and has refined the first figure int
something he thinks is a wonderful piece of art for the Square.
He can'
tell you how thrilled he is.
He has a new way to go to the JustiC~
Department in Washington, and he encourages Council when they come from th
Airport to take the Metro to Judicial Square because you com,e out in th
middle of his sculpture and it is a wonderful way to get down to th
Justice Department. What he would like to ask is can you give him really
I gut feeling of how you feel about it. They really want this to be a goo
piece of sculpture for the Square and they want to know the reaction 0
I Council.
I
Mr.

i

1

I

I Hayor

1

I

Vinroot stated they do some of their most confusing work when the
get into art.
He has found in the period of time he has been on Counci
they have done both good and bad and they have been criticized an
criticized for how they have done. He for one likes it very much and i1
very enthusiastic.
bbm
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I
Councilmember Reid stated he likes it

especially

since

somebody

else

1sl1

paying for it.

.

Hammond stated she came in here absolutely convinced she was g01ng to I
vote against it, the~e wasn't anything in the world anybody could do to
change my mind, but she really likes it. So she is going to exercise her
non-gender related prerogative to change my mind, she really does like it.
She thinks it has COIlle a long, long way.
Hs.

Mr.

Middleton stated it gives him chills to hear people say that because
that is the way we've have gone into this. Granted you do not want to get
into nitpicking, but if his committee is willing to do this, they want
,know if COWIeil feels wrong with us about it.
Council has an Arts]
Commission that will follow them so when they come back with the main I
three, he thinks Ms. Hammond will be delighted she made the comments she

tol

I

~~.

i

I
stated he agrees, he does not believes they should be:

Councilmember Mangum
getting into every little detail on the figure, but he believes it has been!
a very good process because he was not saying a whole lot about it because!
he is like Mr. Reid, it is free to the City but he was not as crazy aboutj
the four less futuristic looking figures then these. He agrees with Mr.!
Martin that something on the base explaining what it is, even in one wordl
and then allowing the person to interpret in their own way what they see in:
it is a very good idea. It has come a long way and he appreciates the facti
the Queens Table is good enough to want to come to Council and ask us fori
our comments personally because it is free art, they could have said justi
give us the room we need to sit these things and leave us along. He thinkS!
by their working with Council we have come out with a much better product.

i

Ms. Wheeler asked Mr. Middleton if he said each statue will
the Council?

be

brought

toll

Mr. Middleton answered no, mainly what they would like is a vote which if
you will is as much a vote of confidence because to get to just this piece
of sculpture has been a tremendous investment for us, and we want a vote of
confidence if we are going to go with the commission to develop the
"remaining three and we can assure you they will reach the same degree Of
acceptability with those three. This is a tremendous investment to go
forward with and they feel very uncomfortable going without knowing how
Council feels.
,

l

Ms. Wheeler said Mr. Middleton stated each of the
back to Council.

three

would

be

brought

Mr.

Middleton said they would bring them back as a grouping of all four
boundaries and ask council to endorse them.

I

Ms. Wheeler said it is a very exciting piece of sculpture and her favorite
piece of art in the City is Queen Charlotte at the Airport. She thinks I
Raymond Kaskey is a distinguished artist and it is exciting we will have
four more pieces.

*********
EIIPLOYEE HOLIDAYS

I

Mangum stated it was his understanding the County is allowing the
County staff to have Friday the day after Thanksgiving off.
Since Cityl
staff members and employees have taken quite a few licks on the chin, hel
was wondering what council would think about entertaining· the idea ofl
seeing if the Manager would like to give the staff both Thursday which is
Thanksgiving and Friday the day after off for a nice long Thanksgivingl
weekend.·
i
Mr.

White said he would not have time to plan it. His perspective is itl
probably would not be: perceived well. He believes part of the problem
have as a public employer is we give holidays when everybody else iSI
working. Not the Thanksgiving holiday, but there are other days the City
does this.
In fact, he would like to 90 the other way, he would like to
have the City review at some appropriate time our holiday schedule to make

Mr.

bbm
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I

I
sure it makes sense. A lot of employes are off, but a good many of 0
operations are 24-hours a day, seven days a week, so it is costing us mone
and it is sending a mixed signal to the very folks you are talking about.

I

I

I

Mr. Mangum stated the employees have been beat up a lot lately.

Mr. White stated that is true.

I,

AIIlPORT DlVESTJ:GATIOIi

'*

'It 'It 'It

'* '* '* '*

Mr. White stated

in view of the continuing publicity surrounding th
Airport, he indicated to Council but he is not sure everyone heard, we ar
not closing down our inquiry as to what occurred. Since he has met wit
Council, the Police continue to investigate all the issues and there ha
been
at least one charge made against an employee who was involved in th
i original
conversation leading to this. He wanted to let Council know i
they see other stories he would like Council to know the City is reviewin
the rumors as well as anything that may have facts behind it as diligentl
as we can.
We have a group including Human Resources, Police, Cit
Attorney's Office and the Manager's Office running down all of thes
things. If Council has anything they would like to offer towards tha
I group,
he would be happy to take it from Council.

I

*********
CRIIIIIIAL JUSTICE SYSTEII

I

Hr. White said the other item he really wanted to spend just a minute oq
has to do with a success story. The Council in two retreats set criminaJ.l
justice and the problems we have been having as high priorities. There wa~
a lot of different areas of concerns and needs discussed.
In any event,
the Council approved $180,000 in its budget for clerical help and $10,00 .
! for equipment. Let me tell you what we have done. All six clerica~
I positions have now been filled.
Two began work as secretaries for th~
i District of SUperior Court judges and one in the Public Defender' s O£fic~

I

on November 18,

I, Attorney's

1992.

The other three will begin working in the Distric1

Office on December 2, 1992.
All the equipment has be~
purchased and installed. This includes eleven personal computers, and f
printers for the general court system to use for word processing and t
connect with the new Criminal Justice and Management and Informatio
System. One copier for the Clerk of Court with a capacity of 600,00
copies a year.
We donated one of our used fax machines to the Cour
I Administrator's Office, $35,000 in vacancies saved and appropriatel
II $35,000
of the original $150,000 for clerical salaries is available throug
vacancy savings from the six clerical positions from July to November an
'I we
recommend Council use this money to be made available to the co
. system for additional equipment. This would be an additional $35,000. I
I addition to that, Tom Flynn has been going to the' Criminal Justic
! Committee meetings so he is kept up-to-date on their conversations.
As
j matter of fact, they have received information that is helpful. There wa
j a misunderstanding recently on what he had talked about and they cleared i
1 up
as soon as Mr. Flynn came back and told him about it. The question wa
whether they had removed them quick enough. He hopes Council appreciate
I as
he does what our staff has done for an area that is not in our genera
area of responsibility, and he hopes Council sees that he and his staf
have been moving to support what Council said they wanted.
'I'

I

i

I

III

Hayor Vinroot said he appreciated what he has done.

********

I SOLID Wl\STI! i Ms. Patterson

PlUVATE COIITRACTORS

stated

several

weeks

ago,

j

Council

decided in terms 0
a bid procedure.l
She is sure some Councilmembers have received some of the same calls an~
meetings that she has had. If we go to that procedure, we may well
putting three or four companies out of business. She wondered if counC
would want to ask staff to reevaluate. We may have something wrong in 0

! multi-family garbage collection that Council would go to

I
II bbm
I

bel

l
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I
instructions as to what we meant to do. She talked to Mr. Wayman Pearson I
and he said the goal was not to end up with one suppler necessarily, but to
end up with a rate that was standardized unlike what we have now which is a
a lot of different rates and to be able to monitor our tonnage because
since we are paying by how much we carry to the landfill and right now we
do not have a way to monitor. She asked. Council to ask staff to bring US!I
something back on our next business agenda that sort of sets this up to,

move in a direction that solves what apparently Mr. Pearson needs to have
done and not necessarily to go to a single contractor for all multi-family
which will accomplish two things. It lolill leave some people in business
who have been there a long time, but too, her understanding from two of our
current carriers is they could easily be ready to begin recycling on the I
schedule Council had originally targeted because they were set up to go to
that process because they knew it was coming down the pipe if we kind of
got that out of the way.
[
[
[

Motion was made by Councilmember Patterson, seconded by Councilmember
Clodfelter, carried unanimously to put the multi-family recycling bids
back on the agenda.

*******

JI

II

I

o on tJ

=r:~:d=:~=4:2:e::C:::: :pII: speak

Community Relations item on our agenda. It is about evenly diVided between!
those for and against and what he proposes to do is tell each side of this
issue, with Council's permission, we will set a specific time and they can
use their time in whatever way they please.
For lack of a better
suggestion, he would suggest 20 minutes for each side, he would also be·
prepared to tell the folks that as opposed to the normal three minutes per
speaker.
We would be here for a long, long time hearing over and over
again a lot of things one or two speakers at the front end of each l
discussion can give us in better detail.
He also thinks it would bel
appropriate for Council to reserve our questions and discussion until we
get through with all the speakers. He hopes they address the issue and tr yl
not to participate in condemnation of one another in the process and he
would say the same to Council. When Council gets to the point of their I
discussion, he proposes he will go from left to right or right to left andj
simply come around the horn to the extent that any or all Council who I
wishes to speak will also not be repetitive or go on and on about something
he knows Council has read a lot about and perhaps have strong feelings!
about. He is not trying to discourage them from making their comments, hel
is just trying to get through the issue in a reasonable time and have aJ
useful discussion as opposed to a lot of rhetorical discussion.
He is I
simply throwing this out for what it is worth. This will probably be one f
of the more potentially heated discussions they could have from the folks I
who speak to us and even from within our own body. He asked Council if 201
minutes sounded about right.
I

l

I

Ms. Hammond said she thought so.

i
t

Mayor Vinroot stated he supposed there are motions to be made and whoever I
wants to make a motion in part or in whole, give some thought to that as
well. He thinks they can get into long discussions about what parts are!
needed and whi.ch parts are not needed and he would hope they. could begin to
produce that to efficient use of their time. He realizes this will be al
heated discussion but he would like for this to be at least a vote in whichj
we do not tear our community apart in the process.
He does not want to I
condemn and have the folks who are here condemning each other as much as 'I
they may be condemning the need for this 01:' the requirement for this.
He
believes in the long run there is a lot to be said about how we treat this
subject and how we treat each other as we discuss this subject.
He
believes Council needs to keep their eyes on the long term target, not just
the ordinance itself.

I

MS. Hammond said along those same lines, it occurred to her regardless of
what
happens
with
this
ordinance amendment as it affects sexual
orientation, there is clearly misunderstanding and
fear,
what
she
I interprets as hate, but she thinks it is more fear then anything else in

!

Ibbm

I
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I

the community, but confronting the differences among us.
She suspect
Council might have preferred if the Community Relations Committee had don
I some ground work, community building she believes she would call it, befor
they came to Council. Regardless of which way the vote goes tonight, sh

I

I is

I
II

going to suggest and hopes Council will support that we charge th
Community Relations Committee with convening up a series of communit
dialogue for lack of a better term, with the purpose of creating
understanding, not developing consensus
she does not think that is ou
there, but we clearly have a minority community that is here to stay.
Regardless of whether you think legislation is or is not appropriate, sh I
has been truly concerned by the level of misunderstanding in the commun1t
and the level of fear and as Mr. Vinroot said, she thinks this might be on
way to turn down the heat on this conversation so there are not jus
winners and losers, but there is somewhere to go from here to try to buil
some understanding so we don I t break the community apart.
She does no
know whether the Council can support this kind of direction from th
Community Relations Committee but she hopes they will do it even if w
don't direct them to.
I

i Mayor Vinroot stated he thought it was an excellent idea and he thinks i

I

would be helpful for Council to have some discussion so they can at leas
what it is that prompted them to propose this to us and we can,
hope speak to the community in a way that will cause any problems that ma
I exist
not to exist. He thinks it is a great idea and he endorses it. H~
; might add one other thing. Just for Council's sake, he does not think thi
will happen, and he hopes not, but in the event anything should happen tha
causes Council to need to recess the meeting till things settle down, h
may well do that.
We have never done this before, but one or twqJ
Councilmembers have mentioned things to him that have been said over th
phone by a person on one side or the other that were less rational than h
thinks we would hope and if someone should misbehave in a way we think i
not productive he thinks it will be appropriate for Council to recess an
come back into the back until things are restored to order.
Then we wil
reconvene immediately. He is not suggesting anything like that will happe
but he has never been in a hearing where we have packed the audience an
have had as much correspondence as we have had on this issue.

I learn

I
I
I

I
I

*******

I PARK IWIGERS
Councilmember Clodfelter said several Counailmembers have been gettin
information about the turmoil in the former Park Police.
It has bee
presented to him and raised the question in his mind about the series 0
I discussions Council has had with the County on what can happen with th
i Park Police.
He has to confess that frankly he does not have a clea
I understanding of what was finally resolved, what the interlocal agreemen
provided.
He remembers it being discussed and questions raised and severa
workshops, but not really knowing how it was going to be resolved.
He i
sure Council heard the same things they have been hearing about moral
I problems, jurisdictional problems, conflicts between
the Park Police an
the rest of the staff at Parks & Recreation with the County, and als
questions about how just basic policing in the parks is now bein
coordinated with our police force.
Given the Park Rangers are in som
uncertain position he feels a need and he does not know if others do, t
I get a better understanding about that.
He knows Ms. Scarborough ha
received information on it and he has had a number of calls about it, no
,just from Park Rangers but also from citizens. He would like to understan
'I it a
little better; what is going on, how it is working, what we agreed an
decided to do because quite frankly, he does not have a clear concept of
1 what Council decided to do about it and if they are in transition, and the
i are going to be a different function, then he would like to be able to tell
I folks what we are doing to provid policing functions in the parks. He doesl
not have answers to these questions. Is i t a workshop topic? He believes
I it is at least a memo topic and maybe a committee
topic, he is not sure
which.
i
I Mr White said let him look at it and see how complex the answers are.

I

,I

I

I
I
I

I
I

IMr: Clodfelter asked if anyone else is hearing this,
Iboo

or is he the only one? I
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IMS'

•

Scarborough stated she is.

Mr. White said to let him review.

upl

He does not think the workshop coming
is heavy, but let his office send Council a written report and we can I
discuss it or if he takes it as more complicated and it is easier to!
transmit verbally, we will do it at the workshop if that is OK.

I

Clodfelter stated he wanted to illustrate the questions and concerns he l
has. He understands the Park Police are now going to be doing more ranger
functions the County Rangers use to do and what he is being told is that
what it requires if a Park Ranger now witnesses criminal activities in the
parks, that person must go get the City police officer or a County police
officer, bring them in the park, and go through an additional bureaucratic I
step to get them arrested or to issue a citation. It use to be when the
Rangers were patrolling the parks, they could
issue
the
citation
themselves.
He is not sure whether that is right or wrong, he is not sure I
what the process is, but the feeling that our Police in the parks are not
protected has developed.
I

Mr.

!

Ms. Scarborough said there is also some questions related to two other I
details. One is related to the radios they have, whether or not they have I
ample radios and two, relating to whether they are armed.
.
Mr. Mangum stated he agrees with Mr. Clodfelter as far as 'having thel
information where citi2ens call us and we have a better understanding about I
it and all, but he still thinks Council does not need to lose sight of the
fact that this is now a County operation and citizens will determine the
level they want out there and if it gets to the point they feel they are
getting short sheeted in the situation, you know as well as I do the
citizen is going to come back on it. He does not want Council to stepi
across the boundary to where we are trying to tell the County how to run
the parks.
i
Mr. Clodfelter said he was not interested in that, he just wanted to know l
what the deal was, how the deal is going and are we providing the same I
level of policing services in the parks as we were before.
I

I

Mr. Mangum said it was good information to have.

II

Vinroot stated before he forgets it, let's go down tonight on the!1
elevator and come in the back, you can not get in the front like you are
use to going down, it is too crowded. You will be better off going down '
and coming in the back of the building.
!

Mr.

I

Mr. White stated if Council does recess, it would help us considerably if II
everyone
immediately
went to the conference room and waited until
everything is squared away. He does not anticipate it will happen.

I

Mayor Vinroot said this was something that was brought to his attention byl
one of the police officers. At one of the County meetings someone started
physically throwing things and they thought that would be the best way to!
deal with the situation.
He wanted to at least alert Council to thel
possibility. He believes we are dealing with something that will probably
never come up in our City or our City Council, but he thinks this might bel
the time to at least be a little more prepared.
i
I

WATER/SEIlER OPllRATIl!IG FOlIIl IllILlIIICE/AGERDA ITEM #8

I
i

Mayor Vinroot told Council agenda item #8 is going to come off because the
staff does not have all the information necessary, it is going to be:
deferred.
!
II

... ... ... ... * * * *
CAROLIIIA TRANSIT SERVICE COIlTRACT/AGEllDA ITEM #9

I

I

Ms. Scarborough said one of the reasons item #9 was put back on the agenda
referencing Mr. Moore who felt there were some inequities relating to the I
bbm

!

!
I
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'bid. One of the things Kr. Moore was ooncerned about is in the biddin
I process, and it was the low bid, he was not told he needed first clas
high-baok chair buses, and therefore, he did not try to refer to that typ
I bus.
The question has beoome whether or not you are being very suggestiv
in the bidding prooess and whether or not we ought to send this bid bac
out to actually rebid the contract. Her feelings as it is now 'is to make'
motion for option three so he can bid on the same playing field.

i

l

I

*** ****

II MARION DIEHL CEIlTER/SI!IIIOR CEIlTER/AGEIIIlA lTD # 6
I Mr.

Mangum stated the Marion Diehl Center has been run by just
I everybody lately, did the Parks Advisory 'Committee have's chanoe?

~hat

I Ms.

II

abou

b,

Burch stated she can not answer that question,
part is beinJ
handled by the County. Wanda Towler of the County Manger I s Office will
here tonight to discuss this item and answer questions. 'We will get tha
answer then.
,

* *** **

I

**

PETITION NO. 92-51

Mr. Mangum asked Mr. Vinroot if he was
the protest has been dropped.

I Circle,

aware

item

#

11,

the

Mayor Vinroot said yes, it has been-dropped.
ADJOIlllIIImlT:

"1

The meeting was adjourned at 6:20 p.m.

~ f iet:4~~itY
Length of Meeting:
Minutes Completed:

1 Hour
January 4, 1993

Clerk
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I
I

The City Council of the City of Charlotte, North Carolina convened fori
their regular session on Monday, November 23, 1992, at 7:10 p.m. in the I

I
I
I

Meeting Chamber of the Charlotte-Mecklenburg Government Center, with Mayor
Richard Vinroot presiding. Councilmembers present were Stan Campbell, Dan
IClodfelter, Ann Hammond, Pat MCCrory, Hasif Majeed, Tom Mangum, Hoyle.

Martin, Cyndee Patterson, Don Reid, Ella Scarborough and Lynn Wheeler.

I~:~~

!
*******

II

DEFI!R ITEII NO. 8

Councilmember Hammond stated staff has requested they defer Agenda Item N0'1
8, which is a contract to purchase the water and sewer systems of Burnett
Construction Company for a total price of $4,027,000.

I

[
[
[

Motion was made by Councilmember Hammond, seconded by Councilmember
Wheeler, and carried unanimously, to defer Agenda Item No. 8 to allow
staff time to get more information for Council.

II

I llPPROVlIL OF MI1IUTES

[
[
[
[

Motion was made by Councilmember Patterson, seconded by Councilmember ] I
Wheeler, and carried unanimously, to approve the minutes of September ]
14 Briefing, Citizens Hearings and Regular Meeting, September 21 Brief- ]1
ing, and Zoning Meeting and October 5 Council Workshop.
]

*******
llPPROVlIL OF CONSEIIT AGENDA

Motion was made by Councilmember Scarborough seconded by Councilmember
Wheeler, and carried unanimously, to approve the Consent Agenda as it
is presented.
1.

]1
]

]

Budget Ordinance No. 3461-X to appropriate Matthews water bonds of
$3,355,000 to finance extensions to the CMUD water distribution system. I

I

The ordinance is recorded in full in Ordinance Book 41, at Page 206.
2.

Contract to lowest bidder Sanders Brothers, Inc. in the amount ofl
$549.769.25 on a unit price basis for water and sanitary sewer main I
construction - FY93 contract No. 8 - Street Main Extensions for CMUD. I

3.

Code Enforcement

aJ

I

Ordinance No. 3462-X authorizing the use of In Rem Remedy
repair the dwelling located at 408-10 Tuckaseegee Road.
The

ordinance

is

tol
)

i

recorded in full in Ordinance Book 41, at Page!

I

207.
b)

Ordinance No. 3463-X authorizing the use of In Rem Remedy
repair the dwelling located at 412-14 Tuckaseegee Road.

The ordinance
208.
c)

recorded in full in Ordinance Book 41, at Page

Ordinance No. 3464-X authorizing the use of In Rem Remedy
repair the dwelling located at 416-18 Tuckaseegee Road.
The

209.
d)

is

ordinance

is

i

to I

recorded in full in Ordinance Book 41, at

i
iI

to:

I
Page I
,

Ordinance No. 3465-X authorizing the use of In Rem Remedy tol
demolish and remove the dwelling located at 1401 Pegram Street.

I

I
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i

I

The ordinance is recorded, in full in Ord1nanceBook

41,

at

Paq

210.

4.

street~

Ordinance No. 3466 to lower the speed limit on the following
in the Belmont Neighborhood from 35 miles per hour to 25 miles
hour:
15th Street
17th street
19th Street
Alexander Street
Belmont Avenue
Kennon Street
McDowell Street
Pegram Street
Van Every Street

I

I
I

pe

I

16th Street
18th Street
20th Street,
Allen street
Harrill Street
Louise Avenue
Parson Street
Umstead'Street

The ordinance is recorded in full in Ordinance Book 41, at Page 211.
I 5.

Resolution authorizing the refund of 'certain ,taxes assessed throug
clerical or assessor error in the amount of $27,532.28.
The resolution is recorded in full· in' Resolution Book 30, at-Page 230.

6.

' I

Property Transactions
a)

Acquisition of

1,956- square

feet

plus

1,756

square

feet

o~

temporary construction easement at 4115:Honroe Road from pavcj
Industries for $23,300 for Konroe/Wendover/Eastway project.

i
II
i

b)

Acquisition of 2,768 square feet plus 726 square feet
0
temporary construction easement and 49 square feet of permanen~
down guy easement at 105, 111 and 125 Hawthorne Lane from Lanie
Branson, Jr., et. al, present-trustee under a trust agxeem.ent. fo
intersection improvements at Fourth/Hawthorne/Caswell.

0)

Acquisition of .401 acres plus a three bedroom house at 641
Virginia Avenue from James M. McMurray i Jr., and wife, Glenda £0
$65,000 for P.A.R. Part 150 Land Acquisition -Program, resident1a
purchase.

* * * * ** *

I AMEIIIDIIEIIT TO CIlAPTER 12. ARTICLES II AIID III OF TIlE CITY CODE. CIIARLO'l"rEj
IIIEClILENIlUllG COIIIIllIIITY lIllLlITIOIiS COIlIUTTEE AIID PUBLIC ACCOlllIQDATIOIiS. DEliIED.

i

Mayor Vinroot stated there were a number of people -signed, up to speak bot
; for and against this issue and they would allow each side 20 minutes rathe1
! than the usual -three minutes per person.

I

..

.

.

The Mayor also said he hopes the citizens will tell the Council the reason
why they feel they should or should not approve this and avoid th
'I condemnation of either side.
He feels this is a very emotional issue an
,realizes it is a painful issue to discuss, but hopes they will do what h
feels they do so 'Well in this community, and that is treat each othe
respectfully and treat each others views respectfully. The Council wil
try to do that. He feels this is the kind of community that has tried
practice loving our neighbor and the way we treat each other in th
i discussion of this is also part of that process.

I
I

I
I

Rev .. Clifford Jones, Community Relations Committee, gave a

back

ground of
Hum
'I
Th
I recommendation for _the ordinance deals with discrimination. The committe;J
, affirms that they recognize the rights of all citizens as it relates t
I public accoImllodations. The ordinance for the amendment is speakin
\ specifically to discrimination as it relates to public accommodations.

Community Relations Committee and SUbcommittee relative to
Ithe
relations and the human relations ordinance in the City of Charlotte.

i Rev. Jones
I Committee

1

stated this diSCUS.sion started with the Community Relationsl
as early as October 1989 and the Discrimdnation subcommittee.

Im P 1 1
,

I
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I

I
This subcOIlUlIittee has worked for more than two years, discussing pros an)1
cons, ramification.
They have argued, agreed and disagreed, but they have
worked toward a consensus as it relates to the issue of discrimination.
Therefore the recommendation Council has before them is a result of the
subcommittee working through the process, recommending to the communityl
Relations Committee the ordinance before them.
Rev. Jones stated thel
Committee has talked about this and they were appointed by the Committeel
and the Council to look at ways in which the community can be- a City thatl
is inclusive of all persons, a person that does not discriminate, not i

I

dealing with the issues of persons preference or ones eccentricities, but
dealing with the issue of discrimination. The Committee has agreed that
discrimination in any form, for any reason, as it relates to public
accommodation is wrong. The Committee does believe that all citizens ofl
Charlotte-Mecklenburg should be able to use public accommodations without I
being discriminated against, not advocating a life style, but speakingll
specifically about public accommodations and the issue of discrimination.

I

Rev. Jones stated it is hoped that the consideration of the Council of this
amendment will be reflective of public accommodations whereby they Willi
affirm in this community that they are people and they should not be I
discriminated against for any reason as it relates to accommodations.
i
i
Diana Travis, 6904 Alexander Road, stated she would like to personalize
this issue on which they will be debating. So often when they focus on
sexual orientation or homosexuality or lesbianism that is all they focus on
in a person.
She stated she was born in Charlotte 45 years ago and her'
father was Gus Travis -who wrote for the Charlotte Observer.
She graduatedl
from Myers Park High School in 1965 and worked for the City of Charlotte I
for 10 years, served on the Board of United Way for three years and
currently she plays clarinet with the Charlotte Repertory Orchestra. shel
said she also owns her own business and owns her own home.
Not once has I
she had her tax money returned to her because the Tax Department did notl
want lesbian money. There are a lot of other people who will not speak
tonight whose jobs and their talents which they bring to the City are
really too numerous to go into. There are four people who are not here who
would like to be.
One is the Director of a City Department, one is thei
Director of a CO\D'1ty Department, another is a Police Officer and another is!
a school teacher.
She feels it is real sad that these people could noti
come before the Council to show their support for this ordinance becausei
they were afraid they could lose their job. They are asking the Council to I'
take a stand, a stand which will set the tone for the City.
They are not
asking the Council to condone homosexuality, but are asking them to let alII
of the citizens stand tall in this City and not be afraid.
Ms. Travis
mentioned that Councilmember Wheeler had said she had not heard much about
discrimination, but it is very difficult when a person is discriminated
against to then come forward and say something if they risk losing their
job. There are so many people who are in the closet, who by identifying
themselves as gay would be taking a big risk.

I

l

I

l

I
I

Solomon, 2417 Elkwood Circle, stated she represents Parents Flag 1
which stands for Parents and Friends of Lesbians and Gays. Parents Flag is
an
international support group for parents, relatives, families and I
friends. They would like to go on record to urge the Council to pass thisi
ordinance.
In 1991, Charlotte hosted the International Conference of l
Parents Flag and over 500 parents attended. They have learned first hand I
about the oppression and fear that stalks their children and often]
themselves. As parents of lesbians and gays they are also in the closet!
because they cannot come out and share theirchildren1s lives at their work!
or with their neighbors, and sometimes even in their houses of worship. j
They live with the same fear as their children. She said she had been I
verbally attacked for loving and accepting her child, but many of the
children of this community have been violently and physically attacked. It.
is no secret that North Carolina leads the nation in hate crime and it is I
nothing to be proud of. If you were attacked and by reporting the attack I
your name was put in the paper, your boss sees it and you lose your job. 1
Your landlord sees it and kicks you out of your apartment. Your parents I
see it and you risk rejection. Your friends see your name and distance!
themselves from you, etc. She urged the Council to pass this ordinance and!
tell the community that the Council does not condone discrimination or,
violence of any kind toward any of the citizens.
I
Marcia

I

mpl

I
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Ms. Soloman stated her gay son was a Morehead Scholar nominee who graduate

with honors from Chapel Hill.
He moved out of this state and
physical separation is a direct consequence of ·the
oppression
an~
discrimination he experienced growing up in Raleigh and Charlotte. Her so
is gone.
He sends her notices from his local paper about prejudic

against gays in North Carolina. He writes across the top -"Mama, a vali4
reason I am not in North Carolina with you and my family."
Charlotte c~
only be a world class community when it accepts all of its citizens, whe
it brings the CODDDW'lity together, not divided. If the Council chooses t
divide and exclude wi thin the community, over this' issue, where do the
intend to stop. Who will they choose next to exclude?
Dr. stan Patten! 1600 Mimosa Avenue, stated many people· cannot talk beforj
COWlcil because of fear, fear of what might happen· to them. He said· he wa
not afraid because he has parents who are wonderful and lOV.ing and· he work
for a university that has an anti-discrimination ordinance that prevent
them from discriminating against him because he is gay. He 'stated he wa
on the staff at UNCC, is a resident of Plaza-Hidwood and is a gay male~
The proposition the Council has before them goes to ,the core of hi
existence.
What is on the table is not behavior or a life style, bU,
people's identity as human beings. In seeking his own civil rights, he basi
no intention of diluting distorting or denigrating the civil rightJ
struggle of African-Americans, women or any other group. He works too hard
to help them get what they got. He asked in return that his rights not bej
distorted or denigrated. Homophobia is as morally wrong as racism, sexis
or other hatred directed at people just because of who they are. He ha
worked to make this planet a place where all can live the richness of thei
lives.
He does not take his obligations to society lightly, neither doe
he take the erasure of his life from the social fabric of this community,
nor the lack of its protection by this community lightly. People tal
about choosing to be gay, but forget for a moment that scientific evidenc
stands against that notion.
Would anyone choose to be the brunt 0
people's jokes and cruelty, their hatred and scorn - choose to be denie
the basic protection of society? He said he did not ohoose to be gay, bu
the choice he made was to form the most intimate and private
0
relationships with his own sex. That is a choice this Council should no
concern itself with, other than to protect his right to access to publi
places, even though he has made that choice.

S

'I'

II

SUsan Hunt,
8528
Stonehurst Drive, asked if anyone chose to
heterosexual, did they wake up one day and say they believed they would
attracted to the opposite sex and if that does not work out, then I wil
try someone of the same sex. Homosexuality is not a choice, no more th~
blue eyes or the color of their skin. The right to choose who they wil
share their styles of love with is not only none of our business, it has n
bearing on their value as neighbors or citizens.
You may personall
believe that homosexuality is wrong, but you have no business using y
private believe to deny others their rights as taxpayers and citizens 0
this so called world class city. Using religious believes as a litmus test!
for City policies and ordinances smacks nauseous and communism. She want~
the City to be an equal opportunity place to live for' every one.
Th~
adding of sexual orientation to the ordinance does, not give gays an
lesbians special rights, but equal rights under the law.
They have ~
obligation to insure the rights of all of the people, not just those wh
fit into a stereotypical, narrow, fundamentalist view of what people shoul
be. Contrary to Christian believe, the constitution and bill of rights wer
not founded on Judeo Christian basis, but were based on free masonry wh
understood all twelve persecution by religions and tried to protect th
minorities from the majorities with the bill of rights.
David Ferebee, 2105 East Fifth Street, stated he was a staff level manage
with IBM, he is gay and he· is disabled. He said he' would like to shar
IBM's philosophy and praqtices related to equal opportunity.
The mos
important of their philosophy is the respect for ,the individual. This
concept is embodied in their corporate policy on equal opportunity WhiCl
states all of the employment practices are to be conducted without regar
to race, color, religion, gender, sexual orientation, national origin,
disability, age or veteran status.
Implicit in their equal opportunit
policy is the working environment, free of harassment based on sex 0
sexual orientation, race, religion, age, 'disability or veteran status. Th

mpl
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i
I

I
reason this is important to IBM is because they do business in over 1201
countries so they have customers and employees who represent most, if noti
all of the races, colors, religions, genders, sexual orientations, national
origins, disabilities, ages and veterans on the planet. When that many I
points of view exist, you realize that agreement is not possible.
Tol
manage such a diverse work group, achieve a common goal, such as being al
world class company, the answer is to respect each individuals belief with

I
I

:~ar:~::u::q::i:: ::~:~~q::ng:dC::::t:r::e::O:~e road, putting itl

Iat the front of competing cities by taking full

advantage of the diversity!
0£ talent Charlotte has to offer. To create the environment for this to!
happen,
they must
encourage
equal
participation
and
discourage
1
Idiscrimination by including, sexual orientation, age and disability aSI
protected classes in Charlotte public accommodations ordinance.
i
Harvey Gantt, 517 Borth Poplar Street, stated he never would have thought!
he would be standing in this place giving his first speech to the Council!
on this particular issue. As they well know, he does not normally exercisei
this privilege of coming down to speak to Council. He said he did not have:
any prepared remarks, but he was moved by the public conversation with!
regard to this ordinance and felt he needed to come down and say somethingI
with regard to this issue. He said he appreciates the place where Council I
sits because he sat there for many years, dealing with very tough issues SOl
he understands where they come from. He really wishes they had not come to
this place in time and really wish this ordinance had passed like a rubber'
stamp because they have given so much credences to the Community Relations,
Committee and that process over the years. He thought this was just one
more step on the road to Charlotte's being a beacon City for human,
understanding.
He is sorry that he stands before them when the community!
is divided on both sides on this question. Some of, the arguments take them
off. to murky waters in deep woods both for and against. Sometimes it iSI
easy to get confused as to what the real essence of the issues are.
He iSI
reminded when he was a black citizen trying to go to school at Clemson,
University and remembering all the letters to the editors which he readl
about why this could not happen. He recalls one particular letter in which
the writer said "Harvey Gantt may be alright, he may go to this school, andl
be a model student, but what about all those others who will want to come
and play football and basketball and talk to my daughter or maybe evenl
marry them. That is a good enough reason for us not to do and should resistl
this Supreme Court declaration". He feels the essence here is that we arel
one people, not us against them and he feels they need to keep remembering I
that they ware talking about human beings. In Charlotte, a City that has
sought to become world class and really has become noticed because of the I
tolerance and efforts to get along with each other.
The essence of wi1atl
they should be doing is talking about bridges, not walls, not fences that
herd certain groups of people off into certain areas and confine them tal
some form of second or third class citizenship. Bridges that build humanj
understanding, bridges that talk about out diversity as a strength and not!
a weakness, bridges that respect the values we really do hold common. The
things that founded this company that talked about liberty and life and the
pursuit of happiness, and the promotion of the general welfare of society.
I
Mr. Gantt stated he feels the Council will send a signal, no matter howl
trivial they feel this may be, about what they are all about as aj
community.
He urged Council to consider the bigger picture that they arei
all human beings struggling to get a certain amount of respect and dignity. i
They are different, yes, but they are all bonded together by the same I'
things that make them laugh and cry and when you strip all the arguments,
discrimination really is the question and do they want a Charlotte like!
that. For a lot of years now, they have said something totally different!
to the rest of the world and he hopes they do not stumble tonight.

I
i

I
'I'

I

I
I

I

Gene Owens,
stated he was a long time resident of Charlotte and for morel'
than 23 years was a minister in this community. He said he comes from a
religious tradition that believes fervently in the separation of religion'
and political action. It is that separation that has enabled them in this)
country to have no religious wars. He is a new member of the Community!
Relations Committee and it was his first meeting when they adopted this!
recommendation without one single dissenting vote. If he had his vote he:
I

mpl
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II

Ii

J

say it deserves what the Mayor said in the very beginning, 0
Ii would
respect for each other. our unwillingness to discriminate against others i

Ii against

due largely to that committee.

I implement

the minorities.
a recommendation

i ::~or:::::on~age,

Discrimination

He urged
that will

Davldson

Street,

is

the

the Council to
insure the end
stated

powerful

majorit

help,the committe~
of that kind o~

be was Pastor of Cbarlotte' i

First Baptist Church and he would rather not be there, but 1s there

out' 0

I necessity.

Dr. Page recognized the citizens who were present who woul
urge the Council to vote against this ordinance.

I Dr.

, and

Page stated that in the previous discussion there was one thing

he

could

missin

not help recognize it and that was any word about the Bible

the Holy Scriptures.

There are

thousancls:~, of::

citizens-' 'ofl this

City

,w

I believe that the Bible is tlie supreme law and the guide ,.to life,. and thi
I amendment under consideration is highly offensive to this large segments 0
I the population of this City. He believes pressure has been .brought to bea
on this community to condone the gay life style and it is ,for this reas
they are there this evening. He said he could mention many 'old testamen
scriptures and share them that are very plain -in what, they have to say. H
said the most elementary Bible student would understand the meaning of thi
passage - Romans 1:24-27: IlTherefore God alsoqave them'up to uncleannes
in the lust of their hearts to dishonor their'bodies among themselves, wh
exchange the truth of God for a lie, and worshiped and served a creatur
For this reason God gav
I rather than the Creator who is blessed forever.
them up to vile passions, for even their women exchanged the natural us~
for what is against nature. Likewise also the men, leaving the natural use
of the woman burned in their lust for one another; men with men committin
that which is shameful and receiving in themselves the penalty of thei
error which was due." Dr. Page stated he believes this change' they: ar
talking about in this amendment would legitimize what -the:Bible abhors. Th
vast majority in the Christian community care about the homosexual as
I person, but abhor the life style and do not want to see that life styl
I flaunted in front of our children and grandchildren. one .city in histo
has already been brought under judgement because of its blatant homosexua
life style and the lack of moral restraint. He said we need to learn th
lesson of history or repeat it. If we must accept the homosexual behavio
to be a world class city, he votes to pass on that honor.
i

I

I
I

I
I

I Dr. page stated we call it the road up
I Counoil bas beard tbat tbemselves,
Let's not travel that road.
I
II

to'accept this
but tbe Bible oalls . ~.t.
, ~_

Rev. James H. Logan, Jr., 932 Wi.lann Dri.ve, stated

he

was

i South Tryon Presbyterian Church and he urged the Council to vote

i Community

i2

and

3

Relations Committee recommendation to amend Chapter 12,
of the City Code, and particular the proposed. addition of sexua

:~~~::at~~ a~o:n~~~te~~ed~~a::. the~~ce~=~~,aR:~::iC:~ai1:rm:i~::~ I
community that is itself a strong point of controversy. The recommendatio
I to
include sexual orientation as a protected class in the City 'Code i
evidence that the Committee has already taken a moral stand and wishes t
I reinforce that stand by now writing it into law. It is significant tha
II they
include the wording "sexual orientation" in stead
of
"sexua
preference" for it is predicated upon .their .belief that a person does no
choose their sexuality.
Then in their definitions
they
seemingl
contradict themselves by defining sexual orientation as male or' female!
I heterosexuality, homosexuality and bisexuality by preference or practice.!
I He asked the Council to consider very carefully whether it wants to decide!
an issue that is highly controversial and undecided even in: the scientifi~
, community.
The inclusion of sexual orientation also forces a moralj
standard upon the Christian community that looks upon ,homosexuality an~
I bisexuality by preference or practice as being outside of God's will an
I designed for humanity. Rev. Logan stated in bis own demonination, th
1 Presbyterian Church in the United States of America, they have recentl
\ debated this very issue and have chosen· to be led and - guided by th
i scriptures.
The approval of such an addition places the 'church. which· i
! not a private club at risk if it chooses to rema!n faithful to the Bibl
which it calls its only rule of faith and obedience in hiring practices fo
II

I
II

I

~

I
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its various ministries. As an African-American he clearly understands what
it means to be discriminated against, but he gets very angry when groups of l
people choose to compare their struggle in the Civil Rights struggle, thel
past and the present. He said he takes personal offense to anyone or any!
group that would assert that just because he has been a victim
discrimination, he should zealously defend this issue. He said he was ani
African-American, not by choice, but by the Grace of God.
He understandS!1
the necessity to be concerned for all citizens, but he urged them to be
careful that in their zeal to do justice and to protect the rights of alII
of our citizens, that they do not give legal approval to and impose uponl
this community the acceptance of a particular life style that is a source]
of much debate and controversy.
He urged the Council to defeat the I
proposed amendment to the City Code.
i

ofl

B. Overfield, 700 Regency Drive, stated she was the National I
Representative for Concerned Women for America and they are there because I
the Council will be voting on whether to give homosexuals and bisexuals
special privileges and protective rights status based on their behavior, I
namely oral and anal sex.
The State of North Carolina has a statue,
Section 14-177, Crimes against Nature, which includes sodomy as a crime. I'
There are three criteria set forth by the courts to determine protected
class
status.
(1) As an entire class has suffered a history of
discrimination evidenced by the inability to obtain economic income, I
education or cultural opportunities. (2) As an entire class exhibit obvious
immutable or distinguishing characteristics such as race, color, gender, or
national origin. (3) As an entire class clearly demonstrate lack of!
political power. Homosexuals cannot meet those criteria and they know it. I
IAccording to the gay report many homosexuals don't practice their behaviorl
in private. They commonly engage in sex acts at parks, public rest rooms, I
libraries, bars, etc.
and the homosexual report found that 51% of thei
homosexuals surveyed felt they should be granted the right to engage inl
public sex at any time or place. Again, this is the behavior they wish to
exhibit. Is this what we want to be confronted with in the public streets
and parks of our beautiful City.
Homosexuals represent 2% of the
population, but commit one-third of all child molestation, and only 2% they
have 80% of all the sexually transmitted diseases which were acquired
directly from their sexual behavior. Homosexuals have all of the same
rights under the constitution and state laws as other citizens. What they,
need is our compassion. To give them extra special privileges is to l
discriminate against the rest of the citizens of Charlotte. She urged the!
Council to vote no to amend the Civil Rights Ordinance to include sexual,
orientation.
I
Linda

Tim Sellers, 1201 Rutledge Avenue, stated he opposes the amendment. It isl
almost irresistible the debate as to whether homosexuality is wrong or
right and he believes it is. What is before the Council does not require I
that they·resolve that debate, it requires only that they consider the
appropriateness of a new law, which impacts all of the citizens of this I
community. They can soften the effeot of that law by trumpeting publiCI!
accommodations, but the fact of the matter is, it impacts this entire,
community. Its purpose is to compel this community to acoept a life style:
and preferences and practices of a group regardless of how objectionable I
they may be. The affeot oannot be doubted. If it is pasted, he will nol
longer be able to voice those objections in publio for fear of criminal,
prosecution.
If the implications are considered,. the amendment
isl
inappropriate and it is unjustified legally.
It quite simply goes too
far. This is not a civil rights issue and it is not a oonstitutionalii
rights issue.
Many of the activities which have been referred to tonight I
are abhorrent, people treated poorly and are in violation of the criminal
laws.
It happens and he is sorry for that, but the question here is:
whether they raise the hand of the law around this group and stamp legal 'I
legitimacy and protection to this practice. If they do, they will be hard
pressed to tell any other group who comes to them claiming a sexual I
orientation that is in the minority that they should not be afforded this I
same protection.

i

Mr. Sellers stated the Charlotte Observer stated today that

the ordinance:
does not require special treatment for homosexuals, but simply affords theml
equal treatment with adulterers, liars and thieves. He said he still has
the right to object openly to those praotices and he will not have that if I

I
i
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the council votes yes tonight on this amendment.
There is a fundamenta
right of association and of speech and while those can be impinged on, i
is only of the most compelling circumstances that they should be encroache
upon in the first place. Good government knows when to-say no and it i
time to draw the line and that will make Charlotte a world class city.

I

c. H. seibert, 328 West Carson Boulevard, -stated he would like to continuJ
to focus on the facts. Facts cease to exists because they 'are ignored. I~
seems to him that in November 1987, they get an idea of the campaign tha
is being brought to the nation and to our cities. As outlined in the 198
issue of Guide, a homosexual magazine, the Arthurs 'Kirk'i'and Pill quot
this. "Portray gays as victims, not as aggressive challengers in-an
campaign to win over the public, gays must be cast as victims in need 0
protection so that the straights will be, inclined by reflex action t
assume the role of protector. Straight viewers must be able to identif
with gays as victims. Mr. and Mrs. Public must be given no extra excuse
to say they are not like us. Our campaign should not demand direct suppor
for homosexual practices, but should take anti-discrimination as it
theme. II

I Mr.

seibert stated that historically courts

and

civil

rights

authoritie

I have employed those three criteria which were mentioned earlier, the firs
1 being economic disadvantage.
The homosexual 'community does have an averag
I household income of over $55,000 versus the $32,000 average income for th

I

general population and the $12,000 disadvantaged population of African
American households.
The homosexual community has pressured the medica
community to disregard well established health measures in its treatment 0
aids.
It is the first politically protected plague we have had in th~
United States.
'

Mr. seibert stated with the status of homosexuals, we ,can expect a

plethor
of nuisance suits, test cases to clog our legal system;and bleed the
payers and defendants dry financially.

Paul Jarrett, 1824 Tamworth' Drive, stated he was the Minister of th
Archdale Church of Christ and he appreciates the opportunity to addres
Council and express his opposition to the anti-discrimination law as it i
presently worded. It seems to him it 'should be suffioient:to simply oppos
discrimination toward any human being without have to further describ
those who are not to be discriminated against. However, for political,
Ii· social and moral reasons it seems necessary
to some, to identify' certai
categories of people in ordinances such as the one under consideration. Th
decision the Council will make tonight is fraught with, political, socia
and moral signifioance.
Those who advocate passage of this ordinance ar
well aware of this and it is at best, ironic and at worst;hypocritical tha
those who are the quickest to deolare you cannot legislate morals, ar
constantly seeking to legislate their view of morality by means 0
ordinances such as this one. He- said he was referring specifically to th
gay lesbian coalition which is constantly seeking in the ,courts and in th
legislative decisions to legitimize their life style as an acceptabl
alternative to traditional morality.
In doing so they often seek t
portray their opponents as right wing religious fanatics seeking to impos
a distorted or antiquated view of Christian faith on society. The truth i
that this is simply not a Christian issue. The truth is that every majo
religious faith has stood in opposition to homosexuality.
The exception
are found only in pagan societies or in self declared enlightened culture
which manifest themselves historically in the last days of what were onc
strong nations.

I

J

Jarrett stated he makes no apologies for making this a moral issue.
study of definitions will show that law and morality go hand in glove.
Morality is defined as a system of ideas of right and wrong conduct.. La
in turn is simply a rule established by authority, society or custom whi~
reflect the morals of a particular society. The homosexuality communit1t
sees this anti-discrimination ordinance as a step toward legitimizing thei~
life style.
They attach themselves to the equal rights amencbnent and iti
caused concerned oitizens to oppose an amendment they might have OtheJ:'WiS~
accepted because of the legitimate needs of women. They are now attemptin
i to identify their cause with the plight of the black community, the elderl
I and others to the detriment of legitimate needs. of these groups. H
Mr.

i
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I
i
i

believes the homosexuality community needs and deserves their sympathYt"1
understanding and love as fellow human beings, however, they do not need
the legitimizing of a life style that 1s destructive to them physically,
emotionally and psychologically. They believe and would have us to believe
that the consequences of their life style are a result of our attitude,
toward them. He believes the consequences of their life style are a resultl
of their violation of the very laws of nature. If he is right, their weIll
being will not be served by passing an ordinance that encourages their
continuance in this destructive life style.
I

l

Allen SlUlle r 6050 Hickory Grove

Road,

stated

he

was

one

of

the

Staff

Pastors of Hickory Grove Baptist Church and would like to remind everyone
that laws are placed on books to verify, to maintain decency law and
order.
These laws are generally based on Biblical principles. Right nowl
in North Carolina it is a felony to complete a homosexual act, it is al
misdemeanor to attempt a homosexual act. Either way it is a violation of
the law and he would dare say that they should be very careful in not
contradicting the laws of the State.
They need to be sure that they
understand this is not an emotional issue. They are not talking about an
ordinance that is against people who are in the closet. It is very
difficult to oppose the unknown.
Mr. Blume stated he opposes this
ordinance and opposes the emotional level of study and would appreciate the!
consideration of the facts as they have attempted to present them.
.
Councilmember Mangum stated he was one of the Councilmembers who the paper
quoted as being undecided. He said former Mayor Gantt said it quite well,
the Council has a heavy burden to bear as elected officials.
He said he
had learned over the past three years to hear both sides of every issue.
He said he had tried to make decisions based on the issues. The only thingl
he has heard here tonight is that they are all the same. They have passedl
ordinances in the past to try to protect individuals and their rights andl
he believes this City, Country and the entire world needs to realize thatl
everyone is discriminated against in one way or another and they must all
do away with those prejudices and try to live as one family. He does not
believe they need an ordinance that will start tagging every individual
that walks down the street. What they need to do as individuals is make
the decision to treat everyone as human beings because every argument thatl
comes up, somebody has a rebuttal against that.
I
[
[

Motion was made by Councilmember Mangum,
McCrory, to deny the proposed amendment.

[
[
[
[
[

A substitute motion was made by Councilmember Martin to delete section
1-G, what sexual orientation means and to rewrite it to say "sexual
orientation shall mean male or female heterosexual by preference or
practice, deleting references to homosexual and bisexual. The motion
failed for lack of a second.

]I
]

I

]l
]1
]1

Jj

]!

I

Martin stated people do make mistakes - he made one, and perhaps that
is why imere is so much emotion about this, by stating that people arel
homosexuals by choice, but as a result of 193-letters from those who oppose I
this ordinance, 51 letters favoring it, 271 phones calls against it and 671
phone calls supporting it, he has been enlightened on this subject. Hel
said he made the substitute motion because most of the provisions in the
ordinance are already on the books. One of the things he hopes will come
out of this meeting and one of the things he hopes they have all learned is
that
a- homosexual can be from some genetic source basis or somei
environmental forces, however, the homework on these two issues is notl
complete. Those who are in the gay community can get away from that. This
is not a civil rights issue. It is a behavioral issue. When you say you
want the City Council to support an ordinance to basically say to al
business person that they want to come into a place of business and let thel
world know their sexual preference, he does not care about their sexualityl
and if they act in a way that people should act when they are in places of I'
public accommodation, no body will know their sexual preferences and no
body will care. It disturbs him when people use their sexual orientation!
as their claim to fame.
I

Mr.

I

seconded by Councilmember

I

I

Martin stated he is opposed to discrimination of any form, but he l
resents people trying to suggest to him that because he is a black man that I

Mr.

-

I
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he should be sympathetic with their cause. He does not· buy that - they c
earn it on their own merits.
It is a behavior and you may not have
preference in being a homosexual, that may. be genetic, but. you do have
preference in how they conduct themselves in a public place and he woul
resent it if he were in a restaurant with. his wife or children and someon
comes in of the other persuasion and acts in such a way to· .let it be kno
that they are not heterosexual. He would have a difficult time explainin
that to his children, so he cannot sit here on this Council and in goo
conscious support an orcl1nance that says we will give you folks a li-cens
to go out and flaunt your behavior in places of public :acClODlmodation. Mr.
Gantt made reference to diversity in values and he is a strong supporter 0
diversity in this community, but he is not a strong supporter of mora
things. People who are elected officials have to have a basic mora
character about them or they cannot sit there and be honest, intelligent,
elected officials in making decisions for this community. Whether one ha
ever read the Bible, if you have any sense of character about you, it i
rooted in the Bible so he does not like ,it when people sU9'gest.to him tha
this life style 1s acceptable. He can 1 t and won I t try to explain it to hi
grand children that it is right because he believes it lawrong. They hav
a choice to carry on what ever they want to do in the privacy of their
home, but when you get out in the public and want to act differently, don'
expect him to support that.

OJ

1

Mr. Martin stated the people on this Council must be people of goo
character which is another reason he cannot support this ordinance.

Mr. Mangum stated the reason he made the motion to deny the entir
ordinance, after speaking with the City Attorney, all the other items ar
already adequately addressed in ordinances, therefore he does not see an
reason to support this new recommendation.
Mr. Martin asked if the ordinance as it is currently written refers t
heterosexuality by preference and practice?
Henry Underhill, City Attorney, asked Mr. Martin if he was speaking abou
the current ordinance and Mr. Martin replied yes. Mr. Underhill clarifie
what he had said previously with regards to age disorimination bein
covered adequately in Federal law. Age discrimination is covered only wit
regard to employment.

Councilmember Majeed stated he had received a lot of calls with regards ~'
his stand on this issue and he has reserved the right to listen. He h
had the opportunity to listen to both pro and con regarding this subj ec
and it has certainly been grueling, bU.t productive exercise. They .live i~
a society based on laws and those promote to sustain order in sooiety fo
protection and well being of all people. Human sexuality is aprivat
matter and the real question is whether they should insti~ute laws tha
deal with human behavior. In a broad sense, he does not support the ide~
of discrimination against any citizen because all human beings
ar
guaranteed
certain
rights
stated well through the Declaration
Independence. Persons of various sexual orientations have the same basi
rights afforded to everyone regardless of life style. As citizens 0
Charlotte they all have recourse. They have recourse against cruelty an
discriminatory acts through the legal process. If anyone wants or see
due process of the law that is their basic leqal right and .that is th
avenue they should undertake.
Mr. Majeed stated he cannot support thi
ordinance, but he hopes they will be aware that they want to keep an .eye 0
all citizens and guarantee their human rights.

°

Martin
referred
discrimination.

Mr.

to

the

Attorney's

comments

Mr. Underhill stated several of the Council members have

regarding

ag

asked him if hel
feels these subjects are covered adequately in Pederal la"'. He feels that!
is a judgement they Council has to make. There is Federal legislation tha~
addresses discrimination against disabled people and age, but the age i
most limited because it is addressed in Federal law in the ,area 0
employment.
,
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I

I
Mr. Martin stated that is the reason he offered a substitute motion to!
delete homosexual and bisexual from what sexual orientation means and thatl
would take care of it as far as he is concerned.
Mr. Underhill stated if that is his intension, he

the entire category.

feels

he

should

deletel

,

Councilmember Patterson stated she feels it is unfortunate they have gotten!

to the point, and she hopes at the end of all of this that they will ask l
the Community Relations Committee to do some community relations with the!
community about the problems people experience in this oommunity With!
discrimination.
Obviously, you can tell the motion is going to paSSr but!
she comes from a different place. She really believes one of tlle things!

this CO\Ultry was founded about and the reason we have been successful over\
this 200 year history is that we were founded on the principle of allowingi
differences - differences in religion and how we practice that religion andi
even given the allowance to not having religion. Ms. Patterson stated wei
have remained true to that vision with some fits and starts along the waYI
and over time have expanded from the original vision to be more inclusive!

~eyS~~;:tiel~:h:::;~~l:o~h::;~:~ ~;~~t~:v:h:ee~ii~me~fth~g~:sAm~~ca~:1
took a very long time before women could vote, much less be elected to sit!
here. A group of people in this Country were not allowed any rights andi
were owned by other people and that was corrected. Even in North carOlina ]l
the Cherokee Indian population were marched all the way to Oklahoma and
they had no voting rights or rights to own property, but that was I
eventually corrected. Concentration camps were created during World War IIi
for all u.s. citizens who had Japanese ancestry or any other ancestry, butl
that has slowly been corrected. Most of those things were not fair and 1nl
most
cases
she
believes
discrimination is based on the lack ofl
understanding something that is different and of being afraid of thati
because it does not fit within the frame of our personal belief. Shel
personally does not believe in the Muslim religion, but Mr. Majeed does andl
that is okay with her.
She cannot and will not argue against anyone's
religious believe, but what she does find difficult is that they would denYI
someone, because you don't condone their life style, the right to eat in al
restaurant in this community. She knows a number of people are concerned
about behavior, not so much about accommodation, but this ordinance is not i
about behavior, it is about accommodations.
I
Ms. Patterson stated she could not make a judgement and she has heard a loti
that sounds to her like judgement based on scriptures. She is not allowed
to make those judgements because she does not have God I s wisdom nor hisl
love for all man kind. She has heard arguments that oppose specific groups'
before. In the late 60's she heard scriptures used to justify separation
of races and she could not buy that. She wishes they did not need to
protect any group in America or need a public accommodation ordinance of
any kind, because that would be exactly what the Bill of Rights guarantees
us in this society. Unfortunately there is that need but she would like to:
have an opportunity to educate the communities about some of the sadness)
that must be entailed to live your life in a way that is not the acceptedl
norm in society, not because you choose it. Ms. Patterson stated she wouldl
vote against the motion.
!

I

Councilmember Hammond stated over the years they have had the misfortune to!
see
many
ugly
for.ms of discrimination against minorities in this I
shel
community. They have over time over come most of that ugliness.
continues to oppose discrimination and thinks it reflects badly on the 1
community. It is a very basic civil right for all citizens to have access
to public accommodation so long as their public conduct is appropriate. t
This particular piece of legislation does not condone inappropriate publiCI
conduct.
This is not a religious issue through many main stream church
leaders have endorsed this minor amendment to the ordinance.
This countryl
guarantees the separation of church and state and does not have an
established national religion. That is what gives us the right to practice!
our religion as we see fit.
Our country was founded on principles of I'
fairness and equal opportunity and justice,. but North Carolina leads the
nation in the number of hate crimes directed against gay and leSbianj
citizens. She feels that should cause some concern and should point out
that there 1s a minority community that is being treated differently froml

I

I
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I

the rest. That qualifies this community to be viewed as in special need 0
some minor protections.
The Council is being asked by the Communit
I Relations Committee, whose job it is to look after these
things, to adop
I what is a very mild public accommodations ordinance. -If they reject thi
! it will have less practical affect on the way we live our lives, but i
will carry a symbolic message that discrimination against this minority
group in our cOllDDW1ity is justifiable and acceptable in Charlotte. Sh~
feels this is something they should work very carefully to avoid.

I

Ms. Hammond stated she has had many lessons in morality over the last tw
or three weeks, some she accepts and some she ,rejects. She ,feels the onl
guide they need to live by is to treat others as you would want to
treated and she feels that is all this ordinance does and is saddene
deeply that apparently it will be defeated.
Councilmember McCrory stated over one hundred people in Charlotte are bein
I\ murdered
per year and the two biggest issues in Charlotte this year hav
sexual orientation and the animal shelter. Something is wrong wi
priorities and he would encourage the Community Relations Departmen
I to get back to the priorities of the City ,because they have many thing
I which are much more important than the dog shelter and sexual orientation.
He said he had written letters to the Community Relations committee in th
past expressing a very strong viewpoint, before this issue caDle up, that
I felt they did not have a moderate or conservative viewpoint on tha
committee. By Mr. Owens stating that this was a unanimous vote on th
Community Relations Committee makes him feel they do not have a divers
committee in this community. He would encourage the Community Relation
Committee to get more diversity on that committee and moderate an
conservative viewpoints because it is not that way right now if this vot~
was unanimous, as they see in the elivision of this community.
I

been

! their

I

hj

I

Mr. McCrory stated he feels the ordinance is very poorly written and i
fact it contradicts itself. When you state thatdiscr1m1nation-in any fo
in wrong J ~ven the write-up of sexual discrimination is discriminato
because it does not include all forms of sexual orientation.
Obviously,
someone has drawn the line somewhere on what is acceptable and what is not.
i He will not get into the details of that because he does not feel it i
worth public discussion. He said his recommendation, to the committee is t
get out of this business and get back to the priorities of uniting thij
I community and get the City government out of our bedrooms and out of sexua
orientation.

I
I

\ Councilmember Clodfelter stated he had missed most of the ·public diseussio
debate that has occu.rredin the community and having listened to thE;
I speakers tonight, he cannot begin to speak with the eloquence of any of
th~
speakers for or against the ordinance. There are things that make this ~
difficult decision for each one of the Councilmembers.
The part ,of tlli
that is difficult for h;im that is of least difficulty· is the fact that h
will probably vote the politically incorrect way. He will vote against th
I motion because he believes the ordinance should be. adopted. Although tha
. is difficult within itself, because he believes that is a stand that wil
\ 'be costly.
It is something he feels he must do. and he cannot claim t
I speak for or instruct anyone other than himself in his decision.
I and

l

Mr. Clodfelter stated he has the concerns he has heard expressed.
He doeJ
not want to be in the position of condoning: inappropriate or offensiv~
public behavior by any group, whether they be heterosexual or homosexual o~
any other.
He does not believe this ordinance will do that, but he "IiI
take that position with a concern. As the society offers protection t
\ individuals and groups, it also exacts from them the responsibility 0
upholding the rights and privileges they have been given. He said he woul
be disappointed and he will be wrong if this ordinance 1s used as a·licens
for conduct that citizens find inappropriate and offensive to thei
standards.
It is an ordinance about discrimination in .the same sense tha
I it is an ordinance about discrimination when applied to religio
I preference. When he says he may not deny access to his place of busines
I to a Jew or Hindu he does not.morally condone or endorse the correctness 0
'[ his believes or life style or his religion.
What he says is that i
American when a business says they are a public business f that has
I special meaning. Public means all of us, where ever we came from with a1
I[

Ii
I
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I
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of our sins, flaws and failings.
ordinance is about.

That

is

what

a

public

accommodations!1

Clodfelter stated he had thought a lot about experience and when youl
are driven to tough decisions they go to their own experience and he has!
'been struck during the time he has been in Charlotte, that after knowing ani
individual for a period of time he learned they were gay.
Every time
has happened it has caused him to stop and reflected on his encounters withl
that individual before he knew they were gay, his work experiences, hisl
experiences on a community activity and he has always had to say how would
I have treated this person differently had I known they were gay. He cannot
find that he should have acted differently.
1Ir.

iti

Clodfelter stated he could not argue with the moral and religious!
position that the opponents have taken nor can he argue with their view of
the scriptures because he is not a scholar on those things. The issue for
him is not that, but rather how should he treat some of his fellows and thel
scripture that guides him is the one scripture he received that really gave
him pause, "therefore all things that whatsoever ye would that he should do.
to you, do ye even so to them. II This is the law and the prophets and withl
that in mind he has to support the ordinance.
Mr.

I

Hr. Majeed stated a couple Councilmembers eluded the fact that he was all
Muslim and he is thankful they have a democratic process and this process
allows people to express themselves and the right to establish themselves I
in the democratic process. Ninety-nine percent of the people who elected,
him are not Muslims and did not elect him because he was a Muslim.
Theyl
elected him because of his character, his ability and leadership skills andl
that is how he has conducted. He really does not think anyone here does
not have the interest of all the citizens and is very much aware that
certain things happen. That is what they should be on 9Uard about.
)

I

Councilmember Scarborough stated she is disappointed in a lot of things.
Discrimination by any means is wrong no matter what the reason is. Thy
neighbor is everybody around you and God does· not give them the right tol
judge.
i
Hr. Mangum stated one of the concerns of the age discrimination is that
would discriminate about a 14, 15 or 16 year old who might decide to
into a hotel room and "shack up" and do whatever 16 year olds might do.

hel
901

Mangum stated he respects each and everyone on the Council. They havel
a tough decision to make and whether they agree eye to eye, which they have!
not always done in the past, he respects their decision and the way they,
vote on this issue.

Hr.

I

Councilmember Reid stated he has only been on the Council for one year and,1
has been involved in many issues, but received more calls and letters on
this issue than any other subject he has debated on this Counoil.
He doesl
not know about the others, but he did not receive one letter or phone call
that he would consider to be from an irate person or someone berating himl
for whatever position he took.
He read the letters and tried to answerj
most of them. He has talked with a lot of the citizens and appreciates!
their oalls and letters.

I
I

Reid said he had looked at this and thought about it long and hard and!
many of the reasons he cannot support this ordinance have been well stated.
He basically does not believe this is a civil rights issue and he does not
know if they passed the law that it would do any good. They have so manyl
laws on the books now that are not enforced. They cannot even enforce thel
laws against the real criminals in this City, the murders, rapists because
they do not have enough Police officers to do that. He does believe you
can legislate morality because there is never a law passed that does not ini
some way leqislate morality. The questions is not whether laws legislate!
morality, the question is what morality will laws leqislate.
;
Mr.

,
l

I

Mr. Reid said he hopes Mr. Clodfelter is wrong if the implication

was thatl
if he votes against it, he is voting to be politically correct. He doesl'
not think Mr. Clodfelter meant it that way, but that was the way he took
it.
If that is the case, then he has been politically correct on most of l
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the votes where he has lost on this Council 9 to 2 and 10 to 1, but he
not think. that is the case. He has tried not to vote on any item
politically correct and he is not trying to do it tonight.
Mr. Reid sai
he disagrees with MS. Scarborough about discrimination and feels the
discriminate every day and she does also.
He feels 'it is right t
discriminate, not to damage someone else, but to make their choices. Eve
choice they make is some kind of discriInination.
He said he would vet
against the ordinance, but with regards to the part which deals wi
handicap, no-one supports laws that guarantee rights to disadvantaged 0
handicapped any more than he does. He feels the American Disability Ac
covers about everything that could be covered with that regard.
Wi
regard to age, the society is making every effort to get him to buy, givin
him discounts on airlines, at drug stores, etc. and he knows this becaus
he is getting this. There may be some discrimination against age, but h
has never heard about it. With regards to family there is a law tha
forbids discrimination in housing and he cannot image a public place no
wanting children to come in and in fact most people are begging fOl
customers as opposed to trying to turn them away. He is voting agains
those, not because he is opposed to them, but is opposed to more laws.
They have so many laws his objective is to downsize government, not buil
it bigger than it is.
Mr. Martin asked Mr. Underhill if they deny the entire amendment what doe~
it do to the other things other than sexual orientation? He wants to kno
if everything else is covered some where.

and

Mr. Underhill stated the motion on the floor is to deny the amendments
if that motion passes the ordinance will remain in its present form. Ther~
1s nothing in the present public accommodations ordinance that speaks t1
age or disability and handicapped.

Mr. Mangum stated there are federal laws·which address those issues •.
Underhill said that is correot, there are federal laws that in SOIDt:t
shape or form address those issues, whether the Council considers theut
adequate or not is a judgement the Council has to make.

Mr.

!

The vote was taken on the motion and recorded as follows:
YEAS:

NAYS:

Councilmembers Campbell, McCrory, Majeed, Mangum, . Martin, Reid
and Wheeler.
Councilmembers Clodfelter, Hammond, Patterson and Scarborough.

Ms. Hammond stated she would like to make a strong suggestion to th
Community Relations Committee. All of them on Counoil has detected tha
there is a great deal of fear that surroWlds this issue. It is alway
frightening to confront their differences, especially when they -do no
understand those differences •. During the past.two weeks she has:felt lik
the pin has been pulled from a hand grenade and thrown in her lap.
Sh
feels like they can go about dealing with their differences in a mor
constructive way. It is clear to her that the larger community has no
prepared
itself
to
deal
with
these
issues which she consider
discrimination, but understand many others do not, which ,is alright.
Sh
feels
they
need
to
develop understanding and often real genuin
\U1derstanding of each other goes beyond the force of law and is mor
effective in building a c),,:4nate of tolerance than simply legislating tha
certain things be done. She asked the Council to direct the Communit
Relations Committee to convene a series of community dialogues or 80m
similar strategy for the purpose of increasing Charlotte's knowledge an
understanding of the differences as regards sexual orientation and t
strive to build a climate of respect and tolerance for one another. She i
not requesting an ordinance, but some community building by the COJDUiunit
Relations Committee.
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Motion was made by Councilmember Hammond, seeonded by Councilmember
Patterson to direct the Community Relations Committee to have dialogue
to increase the knowledge and understanding of differences with regard
to sexual orientation.

Mr. McCrory stated this was not on the agenda and the issue

was to vote on
agenda tonight.

on the
the amendments and he will vote against this being

Mayor Vinroot stated they could put it on a future agenda.
He feels Ms.!
Hammond makes a good point and does not feel the case was made for thisi
ordinance. He does not think the ordinance, as proposed, dealt with thei
subjects that were referred to the Council as problems in this community.
The arguments made basically were that this is a symbol and this is of i
symbolic value and he happens to think it was perhaps the wrong symbol. Hel
feels it is more important how we treat one another as opposed to whatl
ordinances they adopt and feels the Council, in this respect, made thel
right decision, but there is a lot to be said about understanding thisl
problem and understanding how we treat each other and trying to figure out!
way of keeping that from happening.
I

I

I

Kr. Mangum stated this Council has just passed a motion that says this!
community is not going to pass this and he feels they are leaving the woundl
open and rubbing salt in it. They should let this issue die at this point:
and get on. with the comntWlity as a whole and not sit there and divide itl
more so. That is exactly what they will do if they start asking for thiSj
issue to continue on and on. We are going to put it on a future agenda and l

i

~it~.

,i

** *** **

i
RECEIVE ART COMMISSION'S COIIIIElI'lS REGllRDIWG TIlE
FOUR BOUNDARY SCULPTllRES AT TIlE SQUARE.

QUEENS

TABLE

PROPOSAL

OF!

!
I

[
[

[

Motion was made by Councilmember Patterson, seconded by Councilmember
Hammond, to approve the subject matter and consider the Queens Table
proposal. The vote was recorded as follows:

YEAS:
NAYS:

Councilmemhers Campbell, Hammond, McCrory, Majeed, Mangum,
Martin, Patterson, Reid, Scarborough and Wheeler.
Councilmember Clodfelter.

li

II
l!

I

** **** *
The Council took a two minute break at this point.
CONSmER

PROPOSAL

BY

COMPOSER

DONALD N. BLANZY, II, TO ADOPT

LADY OF TIlE CAROLINllS" lIS AN OFFICIAL CITY SONG.

Don Blanzy, 3209 Bow Club Trail, stated like so many other great things
that have happened to this City to improve the quality of life in
Charlotte, this could mark the beginning of another successful effort in!
bringing the people of Charlotte together by increasing community spirit.
It could be a night when he finally sees his dream come true.
He said he
came to Charlotte for a very personal reason, he was in love. In the longl
distance courting of his wife from Jacksonville, Florida, he fell in lovel
with another lady and her name was Charlotte. He has live in and visitedl
many cities and Charlotte is by far one of the most beautiful cities he has
ever known.
As an artist, he sought to capture the rich history of
Charlotte, the beauty and the promising future in an emotionally stirring
song.
He believes he has done that. He has dreams for the future and he
has dreamed of this song he has written called Charlotte, Lady of the

I

;:~;~n::ry~lO=lYc:~ : .o~:~~;:ili~t~i~;n:t~~~~;~l:~eBil~e~:;~a:~ h~:l

preparing to bring this to Council for a vote. This request for the rightl
to keep the copyright is very logical and very reasonable because of hisl
vested interests, he has all the reason in the world to work hard tol
promote this song. His success can only mean success for the City ofl
Charlotte. .
He feels the City does not have the resources, nor thel
initiative or incentive to promote this song.
It was his recommendationl

-

i
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Motion was made by Councilmember Scarborough seconded by Councilmember
Martin, to approve Option #1 and adopt this song for Queen Charlotte.

Councilmember Clodfelter asked if they allow Mr. Blanzy to keep th
copyright, does that mean every time the song is played, his permission ha
to be granted?
I

the case normally, unles~
they have a blanket permission from. him, but if the City wanted to use thl
song they could get a blanket permission statement from Mr. Blanzy.

Henry Underhill, City Attorney, stated that is

Mr. Clodfelter asked if that was included, to which Mr.

Underhill said i1
was not.
What Mr. Blanzy referred to was a letter of agreement which is
place where that could be addressed.

Mr. Clodfelter stated he would not want to

have

a

City

song

which

the

:~:::~t:::rb::::9hWh:::::dt::: :::: ::' :::::: :::::: ::rP:es:::~:: t ~I
[

use the song whenever it wants.

Councilmember Martin asked what it means for Mr.
copyright and the City has blanket right to use it?

Blanzy

to

keep

th

Mr. Underhill stated the holder of the copyright has the right to approv
the conditions and circumstances under which the song could be used.
Councilmember Patterson stated they already have one official City song an
if this is going to be used as the second official City song, does th
Council have any right over where Mr. Blanzy uses it and attaches that nam
to it?
Underhill stated those are things they can try to address in the lette
of agreement, but they do not have that document drafted.
He feels the
need to get the copyright question handled first and that is why the it
was on the agenda.

Mr.

Councilmember Mangum stated he wanted to make sure they were covered s
they did not have to pay a royalty every time it is played or any costs a
all in that respect.

Mr.

Clodfelter stated it may be better to approve the
designatio
contingent on an acceptable agreement and then ask Mr. Blanzy and Mr.
Underhill to work out an agreement which the Council can look at later.
[
[
[
[

A substitute motion was made by Councilmember Clodfelter, seconded by
Councilmember McCrory, and carried unanimously, to approve designation
of the song, contingent upon an acceptable agreement which will come
back to Council for consideration.

Councilmember Reid asked

Mr.

Blanzy why he wanted to retain the copyright?

]
]
]

I

Blanzy stated the copyright allows him to market the song. If he doe~
not have the copyright, he cannot market the song and the same thing thall
happened to the first song will happen to his song. It will become thd
City's possession and the City will not have the insensitive nor th~
resources to do anything with it and it will end up in the archives like
the current song.
1

Mr.

Mr.

Reid said he did not see what they have to lose as long as the City o'
Charlotte can use it when they want to.
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i

llKlllJEST FROII TIIIl COUNTY TO USII TIIIl OLD DERBY DOWNS SITE ADJOI1lING TIIIl
HllRIOIi DIEHL CIlJITER PROPBRTY FOR CORSTRIlCTIOIi OF TIIIl CHllRLO'l"l'E-MECKLEllBURGI'
SlRIOR CBRTER, cotrrIRGERT UPOR PROPER ZORING.

I

Marie Thompson, 7004 Stoneridqe Road, stated she was there on behalf of the
Advisory Council for Special Populations/Senior Adults at the Marion Diehl
Center.

They are requesting that the Council postpone to a later

resolution

concerning the

disposition

of

property

at

date

II

any,

the Marion Diehl!

Center. They feel a concise study of the acreage is necessary before an yi
decisions are made.
They would like to advise Council that the original I

l

deed for the 64 acres of woods and rolling hills specifies that the land be!
used for parks and recreation. The Marion Diehl facility is very special!
in that they provide programs for therapeutic recreation and aquatici
activities to special populations and senior adults. If the land is used I
for any other purpose it could hinder the growth of the facility.

,

Ms. Thompson said their immediate concern is the approved completion ofl
Phase III of the Center's original plan. With a new director on board and
proper staffing, they feel Marion Diehl could become a world class
facility. At present they have three Para-Olympic Gold Metal winners in thej
Charlotte-Mecklenburg area. They cannot even compete in their own back I
yard.
Regarding this they feel that all phases of Phase III should bel
large enough to accommodate National Olympic Games.
They have future
dreams for this center and are considering a wheelchair tennis court,
archery setup and are in desperate need of additional parking.
Of prime I
importance is the construction of a driveway that will accommodate theil'
C1ty' s Mass Transit Busses.

l

I
I

Talks about the Senior Center seem to be ongoing, but the Marion Diehl I
Advisory Council has not been included in any of these discussions. They
would like to join the Seniors in talking about their plan, specifically
the consideration they are giving to the Marion Diehl acreage. She urged
Council to delay any decision until a study of this acreage can be made and
all interest in the land can be considered.
!
I
Roger Lewis, 125 Scaleybark Road, stated he was a member of the Board ofl
the Charlotte-Mecklenburg Senior Center and about 8 years ago when the j
Senior Center was formed, it was formed with significant City assets thatl
helped to kick off the programs. For several years the City has supportedl
them with funding. They have gotten to the point where they are operating
with an annual budget of half million dollars and they are serving well in
excess of 30,000 different seniors at their principle location, which is
borrowed space in Covenant Presbyterian Church.
Last winter they had a
successful fund raising and raised $1.7 million which is enough to build all
new building, but not enough to build the building and acquire a suitable
piece of property. In recent months they have been seeking a suitable site)
from public assets, encouraged by various members of the County staff who
have been working with them. It was suggested to them that they consider al
portion of the acreage at the Marion Diehl Center. That site has about 651'
acres, significant portions of which are rolling and other portions which,
are flood plain. In spite of that, that location is substantially larger)
than the present foreseeable needs for the Marion Diehl Center, which is at!
a transition point in its operational history, still seeking a newl
director.
!

I

Mr.

iI

Lewis stated what they are seeking from the Council is not an agreement!
on behalf of the City to use that site for a Senior Center.
They arel
seeking something less, and which they feel is appropriate, even thOUgh!
they have not worked out all the details with the Advisory Board, thel
ICouncil's
okay to the County that they work with the Seniors and negotiatej
with them and permit the Senior Center to build on a site which is the:
up-hill half of the Derby Downs tract, which is no longer used and has not I
been used for a number of years.

I

,

Mr. Lewis stated a number of their programs are recreational and a number!
are not, but are health related or job related. This is a worthy public!
purpose and a natural fit with the kinds of activities that oceur at thei
Marion Diehl Center.
He urged the Council to approve their use for a J
mpl
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portion of the under utilized Marion Diehl: asset' and
to continue their discussion and working with them.-

authorize

,~the

' County

Mr. Lewis stated the second part of their request regards bus :service.
They feel a vital" part -of supporting the seniors is' good bus service' to
that location.
They also feel it would 'be a wonderful enhancement in
support of the Diehl Center operation for
handicapped
individuals.
CUrrently there is bus service dowrt' South Boulevard ~ana down- 'Park Road.
Both of those bus lines go within a -'mile of the· Senior Center and yet
neither bus line goes east and west along Tyvola Road. Having a Senior
Center and the Marion Diehl Center next to . each '. other in a" campus' like
relationship would make it much feasible to provide 'that'kind ofserv1ce
which both uses need.
>

Stephanie Noonan,: 1200 Dilworth Road,' stated within the Senior Center
format they have two employment programs which are very successful. One
funded through the job training partnership act and they are working with
the City's Employment and Training Department to provide· a comprehensive
jobs program for older adults. She has learned from ,the JPA 'Director' that
most of the people who come to the Senior Center: seeking' employment and
counseling for placement in the unsubsidized work- force 'come by bus.
In
addition the other jobs program is funded to the -National Counci-l' ,of Senior
Citizens whereby they hire 34 older workers and place them in public and
non-profit organizations in 'Charlotte and most -of ithem" come by bus~
Because they receive federal funds, they are mandated' to provide public
transportation to the Senior Centers and that is why it is necess~ry to
have public transportation to support their programs and services.
'.-- ", .'

f·

Lloyd Caudle, urged the CO\U1cil to grant these two requests so' the Senior
Citizens can move forward in conjunction with the County Personnel who has
to do the approvals and final analysis.
!
I
Chester Helms, 1012 South Kings Drive, stated he was one of '. the original
members who brought forth the Marion- Diehl proposal' to Council. He
reminded them the third phase has not been done. The·third 'phase' was- what
brought track and field to that park as well as allow the City of Charlotte
and Mecklenburg COWlty to bring Para-Olympic' Games to' , this'" City.
The
oontestants have' worked hard, coming back~ from Europe and other 'countries
and brought back -901d metals i but yet they -have not won; 'a gold metal in
this area. They could do this with the expansion of'that park ,in the third
phase.
Mr. Helms stated :the second thing he wants to talk about- is the driveway.
The original driveway was cut for cars to go in and was neve~;intended for
buses to go in. What that has done has lessened the ability of the
population of people with disabilities, along with the !elderly population
to be able to utilize this facility. This park lis' '-'an 'essential' part of
Charlotte-Mecklenburg
and
an
essential
part
'0£ ;rehabilitation' of
individuals with disabilities.
That is a stepping ground for those
persons.
He hopes as the Council looks at the expansion of this park and
the inclusion of the Senior ,Center in the park, but 'not' ,in£ront of that
park.
What is really needed is leveling of the land where' ,Derby Downs is
and a cutting, of -the driveway that will allow buses' to come, in ..' ,They also
need a larger parking lot, and i with the larger. parking lot they will
accommodate and look at the growth expansion 'of a 'Senior ,Center; as' a part
of the Marion Diehl Center somewhere within that_park~ ,
:-.1'
Councilmember Mangum
this.

asked

if the Parks Advisory was requested to look at

Hahlon Adams, Parks Advisory, stated-the Senior Center'issue came, ,up after
the consolidation so they were not- 'asked to look' at th1s~
!'.,
Mangum stated he does not feel that deferral would kill this and would
like to allow the Speciale Populations/Senior' Adults to' look" at,' thi's~' 'He
would like to send this to the Transportation Committee and allOW 'them to
look at this. They have been dealing with this bus system for a while and
they don't have any- money; and if they don't get a grip on'this they may
make a decision to do something they cannot support later.'
Mr.
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Councilmember Campbell stated he talked to Dave Hines about that and his
feeling was that it could.be done a lot cheaper by. contracting it out and
his estimate did not include running a passenger van, but included the full
line
of .the _.bus, but yet .he reiterated -that the main competitive
disadvantage 'the City had in miming a bus I1nethrough there was the labor

COStsi.andsomeone else could do it much cheaper than he could.
Hr. Mangum 'stated he feels the Transportation Committee should make some
kind of recommendation with. _that respect.

Counc1lme!llber Martin stated the agenda items. 'clearly says they are not
requesting that the City make a commitment of the bus service and the
Benior Center folks understand they cannot make that kind of· decision. Mr.
Martin asked Ms. Thompson if the County Personnel has conferred with her
about the potential idea' of this facility~ing ne ar- the Marion Diehl
Center?
Ms •. Thompson stated they heard about it and discussed it at their' meeting
and she has called Wayne Weston. and he told her he had nothing to do with
this until the County ssid build the facility and then he would get
involved. He also told her she 'should write her letter to Jerry Fox and
she has done that, but has not received any response.
Hr.. Hartin stated he did not want the Senior Center to get lost in any
confusion between_ Ms. Thompson IS, committee and what the County may be
saying.

Ms. Thompson stated they would love to work with the Seniors and they have
had plenty of time to meet and talk about this.

Mr. Martin stated he would think the County would have to be involved with
Ms. Thompson before they could get involved with the Senior Center Board
and that may; be why she has not, heard .. 'Mr~~' ~MClrtin . asked. ·'.if ,the Special
populations to the Marion Diehl Center' did" not use the City's Special
Transportation facilities?

Mr. Helms stated the City's .STS.is a very limited service and the use of
that -does not really cover the population of people with disabilities in
this City. Most of them cannot Use the STS because they have to depend on
schedules to get to and from work.
Mr. Martin stated he hoped they would not put the Council's feet to the
fire on that issue because they are not asked to make a decision on that
issue tonight.

Helms st.at.ed he was asking theCounc11 ,to look at it from a standpoint
of a full system 'as opposed to a system that operates between the hours of
9:00 a.m. and 3:00 p.m.

Mr.

Martins stated Mr. Helms has indicated' that he feels the site is not
large enough to accommodate both the Senior Center. and a possible facility
for Special, Olympics, to which, Mr. Helms stated he feels it is large enough
to incorporate both facilities as long as they take into consideration and
send back to: the County Commissioners the same type of. ,commitment to build
that facility up to a larger facility that c~ acoommodate people with
disabilities and senior adults and to, incorporate both.

Mr.

<

Mr. Martin asked if the County has made any commitment to do that?

Helms stated the County haa not made that plain, as opposed to being in
a planning stage waiting for some charge from ~,ity.: _Council that- they be
allowed to do something with Parks and Recreation other than just Parks and
Rec in that area.

Mr.

Councilmember Majeed asked if this is not premature and is
lose ends?

there

not· some

Kayor Vinroot. stated his answer, to that is yes,- but the request is pretty
loose also. All it says is. apprOVe the use, but does not say 1>lhere, with
or without buses.
mp1
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Wanda Towler, Assistant County Manager ,", stated ,in the interlocal agreement
that was signed relating to consolidation ,in. ,July, _one: of··the requirements
was that all of the land conveyed to the County would continue' to, be -used
for Park and Recreation purpose. If there was ever a desire to take it out
of, a strict park-, and, recreation purpose ·and _use it- for any:'; other 1 purpose
the County would first- have to: receive the approval of:,the -City· to .do _so'.
That is the purpose of the request - would the City allow this .' land '. to be
taken away from a strict park and recreation purpose and use it for this
Senior Center purpose, ,or· must it remain·strictly"for,ipark· -and,. recreation
purposes.
The particular area that is ,being; :looked'at"j:s'beYond the ~limits
of the Marion Diehl Master jPlan, which is PhaseI"ILand ·III and ,a'_ ' portion
of the land that is beyond -that where, the Derby Downs ,currently -sits.

Ms.

Towler's said the County's Park and Rec Advisory'Committee has. received
this request and, endorsed this as a good ·use 'at, this site,'· and -one ·that
could ,cooperatively be worked on.' If the· City gives t.hed.r okay· to- be able
to proceed along these lines;,then all, of, these other'· details would ,proceed.
At that time they would get down to the nitty gritty of what the site plan
might look like, how many acres, are involved" .,how -they, would orient the
building, whether or not. ·they. keep-; the-9urrent· driveway..or expand ,it.
Tonight they are just being asked 'to tell. them this is: a possible ',- parcel
they can conS!ider or no, it ·is not.
IMayor
Vinroot stated he feels they should open the door for this
possibility"knowing, that allt.of these.,considerations,will '·be-·. 'taken" into
account-·and r, if.. they are not. the _Council ,will, ,be' the :£irst ,to -say 'something
about it.
",

"

Hotion was made by Councilmember Patterson, seconded by Councilmember"1
Clodfelter, that they will consider this proposal, assuming they can ]
resolve the issues with the Harion Diehl Center-,.,: and 'Council willi look ,L]
at how those were resolved.
:]
Ms. Patterson stated she does not believe there is anyone who does not want
to support the Senior Center i but ;believes ,there ,..,-are ;some<legitimate
concerns. As one Councilmember she will not do 'something" else, with ·park
L

land

that

has been cOllllllittedto this faciUtyand ;Special"Population, Group

until she knows it fits well.
Councilmember Reid stated the one thing that'has' not been said, is' ·thatit
is nice to have the Seniors raise'the money.to build ,their, own building
which isa little' unusual in this'City. Surely they can< find.-enough land
to put the building on that will suit:everyone<.He said he did,not,hear,Hrt.
Helms object to this, to which Mr.,,·Helms, said he _did not. As ,long as . they
have a whole park that does all the original plans, he has no objection.
t_

Mr. Reid ,said with regards-to, the bus·service,' i1;.· is ,a, lot of moneYt ·but
they will vote in just a little 'while "transporting,. 11-· '.or" '12 people ;·to
Carowinds a few times' per day and" to - Westinghouse.. Sure'ifc:they can
support that they can support this request.
Counc1lmember Campbell asked Ks. Towler if the County was looking for
anything more from the Citythan;whatHs. Patterson said,. in, her motion'or
is that satisfactory.

Ms. Towler stated the only question she would have is how that

impacts the
time tables for construction, ',based.on when the Senior;"Center: must N'acat~
its facilities and she would have to let them respond to that.

Mr. Lewis stated they have to vacate their <::Url:ent-, quarters no' later than
February, 1994 which means they must be quick in getting site plans done.
They can probably get back with tentative-' 'site plans ' and,meet"'with . ,the
folks at the Marion Diehl Center within a month, but the holidays will,put
considerable pressure on them and it may take longer. They -are already
under considerable time pressure.,

City Manager, Wendell White, stated from his perspective he does not see
any difference in preparing this information for the' COWlcil' . and," preparing
it for ,the County Board'.- ,- He sees no reason -why :Lt- has, -to be.,in great
detail, based on what the motion indicates. He said to Ms. Towler that
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perhaps she was 'looking to do more than the Council is asking.
They want
to be satisfied that everyone feels the effort is compatible as he
understands it.

Ms. Patterson stated she feels everyone 1s excited about the Senior Center
but wants to mate sure it 1s compatible and it works with the long term
plans for-the center.
Councilmember Hammond stated she feels it is a good fit and it should
happen.
She is somewhat satisfied in what Ms. Towler said in that this is
not infringing upon Phase 111 expansion at. Marion Diehl, but when you have
two organizations sharing the same space, it' is 'really important that they
be t.ogether from the start rather than allow any conflict to seep in at. the
beginning.
She feels it makes sense to wait just' long enough -,for -these two
groups to sit down together to make sure there'is good dialogue between the
two groups.
It is her understanding that this site is worthless to the
Senior Center unless they have public transit commitment.
Mr. Lewis stated their feeling is that they loose too many of the people
who need and. can benef!t by programs at the Senior Center ~ 'rhe request is
two part - one that the City approve the County to work' with them on the
site and the second one is that they have some way to get PUblic
transportation to the site.
Ms. Hammond stated she feels they need to be prepared'·to at least

agree in
principle, even though they cannot say how 'the transPortation wOUld be
provided, but it will be provided by the time the Center opens in February
1994 or in fairness to these folks, they need to be looking somewhere else
for a site.
Ms. Patterson stated it would be helpful if they' could have break. down of
who is at the Center who uses public transportation. There is an issue
with regard to the eoonomy of running a bus line with 5 people on it.
Councilmember Mangum stated he could not support 'this if they had to in
concept agree to provide the bus. It has been identified in the past that
this area of town', along with many others , does not have enough park land.
Although he is enthusiastic about the Senior Centel:', he would hope the
County would be very receptive to looking at the fact that they are taking
additional park land away from an area that is already lacking in park
land~ If they want to do that he would like for them to take a hard look
at
the old Sharon Golf Course to see, if they can make some kind of deal on
that. If they are going to take the park land away h~ hopes they have
plans to replace it because they do not have a lot of open space left in
that area~
Mayor Vinroot stated the Council needs to remember. the City is now out of
the Parks business and they have a' good County Board who will make good
decisions on what is 'appropriate. The Counoil should resist the temptation
of planning this park in as muohas they have oonveyed the parks to the
County.
The vote was taken on the motion and oarried unanimously.

****

1(

**

lIGBNDA FOR DECl!IlBER 7, 1992 COUNCIL WORKSHOP, APPROVED

[
[

Motion was made by Councilmember Scarborough seconded by Councilmember
Wheeler, to approve the agenda for the subject workshop as presented.

Councilmember Hammond stated they have'been asked to add two
agenda.
Mayor Vinroot stated the RTA matter
wanted to add the Uptown Transit Report.

has

items

to

the

been pulled and asked if they

Councilmember Clodfelter stated there was discussion at dinner about adding
the report on the Park Police. Mr. Clodfelter asked what they will be
mpl
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talking about in the reuse of the
formerly adopted process on this.

I

Old

Convention

Center?

~

They have

I

Mayor Vinroot stated that 1s the outline which Martin Cramton came prepare~
in a previous meeting and he did not have time to show the Council thJ
process he wants to set in motion for that entire site.
Mr.

Clodfelter

asked the City Manager to instruct the Planning Director t

bring the old process he proposed and the
with the new process.

Council

adopted when

he

com

el

Councilmember Hartin referred to the University City area land use an
zoning which is on the agenda and asked 1£ .that was three s1tea.

Councilmember Scarborough amended her motion to include the additional
items. The vote was taken on the motion as amended and was unanimous.
"It "It "It "It "It "It

'If

]
1

llHllIIDIIEIIT TO TIIB C1llUlEHT COHTRACT WITH CAROLINA TRAIISIT SERVICES FO
OPERATIOIII OF TIIB WESTINGHOUSE llllD CAROWINDS ROUTES FOR TWO YEARS, DENIED.

Hartin Conley, 3033 Brookshire Freeway, stated he was

the

General

I

Hana9§

of Carolina Transit which is a charter coach services which has bee
providing high quality bus transportation in Charlotte for over 35 years.
In 1989 Carolina Transit was chosen to provide service for the five mon
trial period of the Westinghouse/Carowinds commuter.
The success of th
trial prompted the City to issue a contract for service to this area. I~
the bid process, the contract was issued to the lowest bidder. At the en
of the year, because of problems with equipment and schedules, the Cit
chose to issue a new contract to Carolina Transit. This allowed the Cit
to improve the quality of service and the equipment so passengers ar
comfortable and on time for waiting jobs. The question before Council i
one of quality and service. Carolina Transit has an excellent record i
providing safe on time service for passengers and businesses along th
Westinghouse
Corridor.
This growing area of commerce has an
increasing job market. With multi shift jobs waiting, both passengers an
employers require dependable transportation.
Carolina Transit has
excellent on time record, a flawless safety record and both the equipmen
and drivera to provide back up if necessary. During the period they hav
managed the Westinghouse/Carowinds commuter, ridership has risen to a poin
I where over 1700 passengers per month commute on the route.
The 6:15 a.m.
I trip from down town each morning has over 75% of its 46 passenger seat
I occupied. Since granted this contract, Carolina Transit has upgraded th
i quality of coaches used on the commuter servi-ees and service is no
provided by modern American Eagle Motor Coaches. Each coach features hig
I, back
reclining seats, foot rests, climate controlled air and
heat,
individual reading lights, overhead storage 8,J1d restroom facilities. H
I said Mary Clayton, Transportation Manager with the Uptown Transportatio
I COWlcil calls their buses "transit airplanes, without movies". When aske
i about the service provided for the Uptown Transportation Council, Us.
, Clayton was quoted as being real pleased with Carolina Transit. There wer
With repea
no operational difficulties and no late or missed trips.
II customers
such as Duke Power, Celanese Corp. J. A. Jones, 'Belk Stores,
I UNCC, Central Piedmont, Charlotte Symphony and North Carolina Statl

I mp1

I

I
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i
i
the I

University, it can be seen that Carolina Transit Service 1s satisfying
customers by meeting their requirements for clean, modern, well maintained I
vehicles and friendly, courteous, well trained uniformed drivers.
The
Westinghouse/Carowinds commuter depends on Carolina Transit for their I
transportation requirements every day of the year and for two years they i
have met those demands.
He asked the COWlcil to issue the contract to I
Carolina Transit so they could meet the growing needs.
I
Troy Watson, 700 East Stonewall street, stated he was there to speak on!
behalf of curtis Moore with Family Transportation. The contract which
Moore has provided to the City of Charlotte is one which the City shoUld,
adopt.
It is the lowest priced contract for the services required in the I
RFP. Mr. Moore has worked hard to become a qualified contractor with the I
City.
He has gotten the equipment and it is on hand and available to doll
the contract. If the Council deems that they want the luxury buses to be
on this route he can provide the same luxury buses with the high back seats
and foot rests, etc. under the price of Carolina Transit.
Mr. Watson
stated Mr. Moore has gained the experience, he has public transportation
contracts now and has complied with the process. He has the lowest price,
but still cannot get the contract. This is a mixed signal situation as the
problem in the past was that they could not get the lowest bid.
Now that
he has the lowest bid, he cannot get the contract because of some other!
stipulations.

Mr.j

I

I
I·

I
I

Mr. Watson stated this is tough on minority businesses when they are out I
doing the things that needs to be done to qualify. While this route I
requires experience, insurance and all the things mentioned before, it is 'I
not brain surgery.
Mr. Moore has the experience to do this work and the
Council, as leaders are there trying to save money, hopefully, and if they I
can get the same quality service for a lower price, that is what the!
Council should do. Mr. Watson said they attended a meeting with Assistantj
City Manager, Julie Burch and wanted to make sure it was understood that!
they could provide the same type buses that was mentioned previously.
They!
were told there was no way for this to be interjected as this point because
everything was decided and nothing could be changed, yet, when they look in
the agenda there has been a renegotiation with Carolina Transit on the cost!
of the contract. The last time they talked on this issue, on the initial I
bid contract, Carolina had for the Westinghouse Contract $63,946. Sometime.
between the last time he was before Council and tonight, that has beenl
renegotiated and
decreased to $60,588 for a decrease of $3,378. The I
Carowinds route has been renegotiated from $26,962 to $26,465 sometime I
between the last meeting and now. When he was told today that they could
not make provisions for these new buses to be added to the route, because i
they could not change things, it seems like these changes were being madei
at the very time they were meeting.
i
II

Mr. Watson stated in this particular case they have an opportunity to award I
a contract to a qualified minority company and looking at the numbers,
coming from the City in terms of performance for MBE' s, the numbers are not I
good and here is a perfect opportunity to award a contract to a minority I'
business who has the capability of performing on the contract.
He feels
the Council should do that. He strongly recommends the Council award thel
contract to Mr. Moore at Family Transportation because he can do the work!
and can comply with the requirements.
:
[
[

Motion was made by Councilmember Majeed, seconded by Councilmember
Scarborough, to award the contract to Family Transportation.

)1

II

I

Councilmember Scarborough asked if there were additional negotiationsi
between the last meeting and this meeting and were the numbers changed?
I

I

Assistant City Manager, Julie Burch, stated the numbers were changed as!
pointed out in the agenda and it was directly in response to a Council
members concern regarding the second year price increase for the contract.
Under the original proposal submitted by Carolina Transit the second year I
price increase was approximately 6.5% and because of the Council concern
that was expressed, staff went back to Carolina to see if they could bring
that costs increase down. There were successful in bringing it down to
approximately 2%.

I

II

mpl
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serrtc~

i

Ms. Scarborough asked 1£ they went back
and ask them the same question?
Hs. Burch
little bit

to

Family

Transportation

said they did not because in terms of price they were already
lower than Carolina Transit. Price was not necessarily

consideration there, nor was this necessarily a low bid kind of contract
There were other criteria
involved
in
terms
of
developing
th
recommendation.
Ms.

Scarborough asked if Family Transportation services were told at th
1:00 p.m. meeting that they could not change their price when they ha

allowed Carolina to do that?

Mr.

Burch explained what was discussed in relationship to that. Fam!l
Transportation Services' original proposal was for 1974 transit buses
which are basically buses the City used to use in the transit system an
had surpluses and sold. The Carolina Transit proposal was to use 198
GreyhoWld style buses which is a coach type bus. Staff felt if they gav
Family Transportation the option now of changing the type of bus they woul
use, they would need to give that opportWlity to all of the proposers
There is a third proposer which they are not recommending at all.

Ms. Scarborough asked Hr. Watson if Hr. Moore has the
which Carolina Transit is proposing?

same

type

of

buse

Mr. Watson stated Hr. Moore has those buses available and he has Picturej
of them to show COWlcil. These are typical tour buses with high back seat
and foot rest with luggage storage compartments. Hr. Hoore has these buse
available to him and can be put on this route and still be the lowes
bidder.

COWloilmember Reid asked why they needed these big buses. when· they ar
going to Carowinds with 5 people per trip and Westinghouse with an averag
of 11.31

1

Hr. Watson stated he had the same question. He felt the 1974 buses wer
suffioient to provide the service at the price bid, but somehow these othe
buses got on the table and. now that is the standard. He said he was afrai
they were sending a wrong signal here.

route to Carowinds an
found it would be oheaper to take those people by taxi ,than to run thos
big buses down there. They oan hire a limousine and get 5.7 people d
there and baok 5 times per day for half the price they are paying on thes
big buses. He does not understand why· the need for the high baok, faa
rest, eto. is so oritical to this.route. To him it does not make any sense.

Hr. Reid said he did some research on the smaller

I

Ii

,I Mr. Watson stated they were talking basic transportation in the. first
since that scenario was put on the table, they wanted to make sure
! COWlcil knows they can prOVide the same type of buses.

I and
1

I

cu
t~

Ms. Buroh stated they did not speoify in the RFP that oompanies co
forward with greyhoWld type: coaches or the fanoier kinds of vehioles.
The
ask them to propose how they would provide this transportation and did no
ask them to provide the luxurious type ooach.

Mr. Reid stated they can get a passenger van for $12,000 per year that wil
do this trip and if they need a 15 passenger they can get that fo
$14,400. Even if he is 10\ off they are still $8,000 to $12,000 cheape
than what they are talking about now. Why should they not designate th
type of bus if they know they are sending a few people per trip.

j

I

I
,

Hs. Burch stated she wasreoalling this from memory and perhaps the curren
operator may want to oomment on this also, but in terms of selected trips,
there will be more people than a 15 passenger van will hold.
During pe
hours when people are going to jobs that start at typical kinds of hours,
there will be more than the van will hold. In some cases the bus is to
much, but at other times of the day they need all that capacity.

i mp1
I
I
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I
I
II

Mr. Reid stated if that 1s the case, they are making £1ve trips per day!
averaging 5.7 so if they are bigger than a 15 passenger bus on open tripl
then they still have 14 people riding four times and it 1s only 7. He said!
he just does not understand the arithmetic.
I

Majeed stated the question is not luxury buses, but compliance with the!
contract, and professionalism. He said he checked with the North Carolina:
Department of Corrections and if this 1s one of the criteria, not only has
Mr.

Mr. Moore provided professional services

to Camp Green Facilities where
If they are out of place then there is

I

al

those people have to be on time.
serious breach of the contract.
With regards to the lowest bid, the I
criteria
was not quantified and it is about clean, reliable, safel
transportation. He feels these are the issues the COlIDcil needs to vote
in view of that information.

on

i

Councilmember Martin stated he attended the meeting this afternoon and he
thought he clearly lIDderstood that the reason Mr. Moore went back and got
these buses was because that was what was said was needed and in order to
get himself ready he did that.
Now he is hearing that there was no
crtter!a at all on the buses, and if there was not, why did he have to go
get those buses?
Mr. Watson stated they wanted to make sure apples were being

compared

I
I

with

apples. They want to provide what the City wants.
Martin asked if he was under the impression that was what the Cityl
wanted? Mr. Martin said the only reason he raises this question is because
he wants to know why they have to have these large, more expensive buses?

Mr.

I
,

Watson stated he had the same question. The bid which Mr. Moore put I'
together was to provide basic transportation in the 1974 buses, which are
in good shape with air condition and will get the people back and forth but
lI
they will not be traveling in luxury.

Mr.

[
[
[
[
[

A substitute motion was made by COlIDcilmember McCrory, seconded by
COlIDcilmember Reid, to approve Option #3, which is not to award any
contract, and eliminated City financing of these two transit services,
with the understanding thst the Council will revisit this with a much
more efficient operation.

]I
]I
]i

)1'
]

Councilmember Hammond stated this is an important transportation function I
related to putting people to work and that is one of the top objectives inl
the city right now, decrease dependency and increase self sufficiency and
you do that through jobs and some people don't have cars to get to jobs.
She feels Mr. Reid raises a legitimate issue and does not think they should,
ignore it.
She would like to see the staff come back to Council with al
realistic break down of what the passenger load is and what is the most I
efficient way to transport those passengers. Is it one van or two vans, iS I
it a bus. She feels the people who understand RFP's understand you don't!
spell out everything like you do in a bid package. You throw it out and 'I
ask the proposers to come back with their best value or the best deal for,
the least amount of money.
All the people who submitted proposals have
done so in good faith and there was no clear criteria as to what kind of
bus had to be provided. Staff making an objective analysis of this felt
that Carolina Transit had the best value, but that does not mean the
Council has to follow that recommendation. This has become so muddy, shel
is unclear as to what the actual level of service is which they need toll
provide, whether it needs to be with buses or what. She is not ready to go
forward with this until they have that kind of information.
I
"I

"I

:;eMC~~~ry ~~eda th~e~~::n;r~:o~;~. mo:;:~i:u~e:~~iet:h~;f~~ve i ~n ~~: c~~;
assists in jobs, but that does not mean they keep inefficient routes orl
expensive routes where they do not get any return whatsoever. These are I
tough decisions to make and this would be very low on the totum pole ini
total service.
I

i

Ms. Burch said she would like to get clarification as to what Council would
like staff to do. They can come back with a whole new proposal and go out
for the proposals again if that is what Council would like. They would not

mpl
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tl1is contract and in essence start over and come back
I' award
process.

witl1

a

bette

Councilmember Clodfelter stated the current contract expires December 1 an
he is sure they cannot go out with a new UP and get it back by Decembe
1.
He asked what will happen in the interim and would they be at riSk fo
some folks who are dependent on that service now for getting to and fro
work to be without service?

I Hs.

Burch stated they could not come back with a new proposal by Decembe
bqt they would extend contract with Carolina Transit on a month to mont
basis until such time as they could come back with the new proposal an
recommendation.

I 1,

I

I Mr.

Clodfelter asked if they
the new RFP process?

could

manage

that

while

they

were

I through

g01n
.~

I Ms. Burch said she felt they co'Uld.
She also said there is ridershl
[ information in the information provided to Council and that ridership c

be

I ride

I

somewhat misleading

in

that it is not necessarily the same people

wh~

a

the bus every day, depending on their work schedules. They may have
group of people going to one location one day and that may be different th
next day, therefore it is variable in that sense.

I Mr.

I,
I

Hartin stated he has a problem with the idea of Option #3, whether thi
man is minority or not, they have a man who has the lowest bid, who has th
equipment, experience and a good tract record and now they. are going t
throw everything out and he has to come back and bid. allover again. Mr.
Martin said he feels this is grossly unfair.

Mr. Majeed stated he also

feels it is unfair and it sends the wron
message.
This man put in his time and energy based on the criteria an
all of a sudden they change the whole ball of wax and his whole process i
in jeopardy. He has done what he was supposed to do. He feels they shoul
award the contract and then staff can analyze for next year.

Mr. McCrory stated the Council's job is to protect the

!,
,

job is not to protect this one individual.
they have many taxpayers.

I Mr.

taxpayer

and

thei

He respects that opinion, bu

Maj eed stated they shoulcln I t extend Carolina Transits contract.

Mr. McCrory stated this will not be the first time they correct a ba
his motion was not to award the contract at this,tim
Burch said was to come back with a better proposa.
through the bidding process. If that means extending this current contra
in the short term that is fine.

I decision. He said
I and recommend what Ms.

Clodfelter asked Mr. McCrory if he means the new
will be differen
i in tl1at
it will be open to tl1e kind of vehicle they want to provide?
RFP

Mr.

I Mr.

McCrory stated
! transportation deal.

he

hopes

staff

will

provide

some

expertise

in

Mr. Clodfelter stated the only way he would support doing anything
than going ahead with Family Transportation Service is if they get a

total cost with a different vehicle.
I The vote was taken on the substitute motion and carried as follows:

i

I YEAS:

I, NAYS;

Councilmembers Campbell, Clodfelter, Hammond, McCrory, Mangum,
Patterson, Reid and Wheeler.
Councilmembers Majeed, Martin and Scarborough.

I

11Ir. Martin stated he was very concerned about this and because staff som~
I how has bWlgled this up, this man is not going to get a. contract.
oannot understand what they are doing.

The mistake is not

j with the confusion about the type of buses.

i mpl

I

any of t
penalized an
asked, ev

~i th

I contractors, it is with the staff and this man is going to be
I lose a oontract when he did everything according to what Was
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i

I
I

City Manager, Wendell White, stated he would have been

satisfied if there
had been suffioient votes to award the contract to Mr. Moore. He is not!
aware of any mistakes the staff made. They did not specify the kind of bus. I,

Mr. Martin stated the motion itself relates to the fact that the

didl

staff

a sloppy job.

I

i
OIlDIIIllIICE RO. 3467-Z llIIBRDING TIlE OF!'ICIAL ZONING MllP OP TIlE CITY OF
CIIllRID'l'TlI:, ro APPEC'r A CHlllIlGE IN ZONING FOR A SITE LOCATED AT 2100 LOMBARDY
CIRCLB PIlOH R-22H1!'

[
[
[
[

ro

R-6.

Motion was made by COWlcilmember Wheeler, seconded by Councilmember
Clodfelter, to approve Petition No. 92-51 by L. Hunter Meacham and
Wanda P. Meacham for the above zoning change as recommended by the
Zoning Committee.

II
J

I

II

JI

councilmember Reid said he had an opportunity to meet with both groups 81
couple weeks ago and has a letter from the neighborhood group to Mr. I
Valenstein which said this -was a complicated issue for both sides and ifi
Mr. Valenstein was willing to work with the neighborhood they could request)

1

an

additiona! deferment on this while they continue to work together.

Mr. I

Reid said it seems to him when government has a chance to allow people tor
work out their own problems, they should do that. He feels this is ai
classic case. They have property rights on one hand and protecting ai
neighborhood on the other and he truly would like to do both. He feelsl
there are good arguments there and he does not think the Council should I
play God on this issue unless they have to. They should allow the two toi,
get together and work this out.
I
[
[
[

Motion was made by COWlcilmember Reid, seconded by Councilmember
McCrory, to defer this for 30 days and allow the neighborhood and Mr.
Valenstein time to work this out.

IIJ

I

II

i

Councilmember Wheeler stated the neighborhood has gotten an official]
response
to
this letter which was wrote on November 19, via the I
Petitioner's representative, who said the petitioner is not interested in1
negotiating down any further than R-17MP. There is nothing to negotiate so I
there is no point in their meeting.
I
Mr. Reid asked Bob Young, the representative if he had seen a response to'
this letter and he replied no. Mr. Reid stated he feels it is important I
that COWlcil get the facts, whatever they are. He asked Mr. Young if hel
had sent a letter back to the neighborhood in response to this letter if
November 19?
I

I

Bob Young, 301 South McDowell Street, stated he made a call to Hunter
Meacham this afternoon about 3:00 p.m. indicated to him that it appeared
that a vote was going to go forward this evening. They would like to come
to some resolution of this and obviously would like to win. If they needi
to try and work harder and be more creative they will try to do that.
If]
they are given that opportWlity they woulc1 certainly try to do that.
i

I

Councilmember Hammond asked if
wishes a compromise of R-12MF?

that

means

that

Valenstein developmenti

I

Mr. Young stated Mr. Valenstein would have to work real

hard and be reall
creative and they are willing to try to do that. However, he cannot telll
them firmly that that would be the case.
,

,

Councilmember Scarborough asked if she heard some place an R-17?

I

Mr. YOWlg stated following Mr. Valenstein1s meeting with

the neighborhood,
he verbally indicated a willingness to do R-17MF. Mr. Valenstein wanted al
few days to look that over and then he did put that in writing.
That was
the proposal put in writing to the neighborhood - R-17MF with a concurrent)
amendment to the building permit which would reduce the number of units i
from 27 to 22 which would correspond to downzoning to R-17MF.
I

I

mpl

I
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Ms. Scarborough stated she had been trying to be fair in this

issue

as

1

relates to the neighborhood and how 10n9 this particular land has been hel
in hostage. She 1s also trying to be fair to Mr. Valenstein with regard

I

to what he plans for his land. She cannot make a decision when she hear
flip flops and it baffles her when she hears two or three things. Th
question is whether Mr. Valenstein plans to get with the neighborhood an
actually come to some negotiations and that is what she wants to kno
before she votes.
It is not fair to continually hold them hostage and i
Mr. Young cannot tell her they will try to negotiate then she will vote t
not hold the land in hostage any longer.

Councilmember Campbell asked Ms. Wheeler if she
deferring to talk to the neighborhood about R-12 if
were willing to do that?

!

Ms.

Wheeler

stated

I

thinks it is wort
they indicated the

the

neighborhood is not interested. They have worke
and this afternoon he said he was no
R-17KF.
She feels the neighborhood ha
been held hostage over this whole issue.

Mr. Valenstein for a long time
I with
interested in negotiating below

I Mr. Campbell asked Mr. Young if that was true,

! not negotiate below R-17MF?
I Mr. YO\Ulg
I Meachan was
I them well.
II

that

Mr.

Valenstein

woul

stated the general characterization of his conversation with Mr.
that it looked like tonight would be the vote and he wishe

Mayor Vinroot stated he did not think this is something the Council shoul~
beat each other over the head about. He does not think anyone is bein~
held hostage. They have someone who has land who feels it should be singlet
family and he happens to think it should be multifamily. They don't agree,1
but why sit there and say that people who disagree on this are holding eac
other hostage. That is not a proper approach to zoning.

I The vote
I follows:

was taken on the substitute motion to defer

i YEAS:

I NAYS:
I

and

was

recorded

a

CO\Ulcilmemhers McCrory, Patterson and Reid.
CO\Ulcilmembers Campbell, Clodfelter, Hammond, Majeed, Mangum,
Martin, Scarborough and Wheeler.

I The

vote was taken on the original motion to approve downzoning to 'R-6 an
carried as follows:

YEAS,
1 NAYS:

Councilmembers Clodfelter, Hammond, Majeed, Kangum, Hartin,
Scarborough and Wheeler.
CO\Ulcilmembers Campbell, McCrory, Patterson and Reid.

The ordinance is recorded in full in Ordinance Book 41, at Page 212.

II

IORDINllIlCE NO.TO3468-Z lIIIEIIDING
I CIIllRLO'l'TE,
'I

I

'* '* '* '* '* '* '*
TIlE

OFFICIAL

ZONING

HAP

OF

TIlE

OFF CRAIG AVIlIIU1! TO TIlE llEAR OF A SCHOOL BUS HAIIlTEllANCE FACILITY
TO I-i.

!
[

=
PROM

I
I
'I

! mpl

I

0
R-4

Motion was made by Councilmember Hammond, seconded by Councilmember
Campbell, and carried unanimously, to approve Petition No. 92-59 by
Charlotte-Mecklenburg Board of Education for the above zoning change
as recommended by the Zoning Committee.

The ordinance is recorded in full in Ordinance Book 41, at Page 214.

I
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llPPOIII'1'IIElITS TO BOllRDS AND COIIIIISSIONS

Boxing ee-ission

The

following

nominees were

considered

for

appointment:
1.
2.

Roger Brown,. nominated by Councilmember Majeed

3.

Ed Smith, nominated by Councilmember Clodfelter

4.
5.
6.

William Martin, nominated by Councilmember Wheeler
Kevin Keating, nominated by Councilmember MCCrory
Todd Duncan, nominated by Councilmember Hammond

Robert Scruggs, nominated by Counoilmember Mangum

Results of the first ballot were as follows:
1.
2.
3.

4.
s.
6.

Roger Brown, 3 votes - Councilmembers Majeed, Martin and Scarborough.
Robert Scrugqs, 0 votes.
Ed Smith, 5 votes - Councilmembers Campbell, Clodfelter Mangum Reid
and Patterson.
William Martin, 1 vote - Councilmember Wheeler.
:Kevin Keating, 1 vote - Counc1lmember McCrory.
Todd Duncan, 1 vote - Councilmember Hammond.
I

I

Since none of the nominees received six votes a second ballot was taken
between Roger Brown and Ed Smith and was recorded as follows:
1.

2.

Roger Brown, 3 votes - Councilmembers Majeed, Martin and Scarborough.
Ed Smith, 8 votes - Councilmembers Campbell, Clodfelter, Hammond,
McCrory, Mangum, Patterson, Reid and Wheeler.
Mr. Smith was appointed.

Comanmit:y Resources Board - The following nominees were considered
appointment for a three year term:
1.
2.
3.

4.

for

I
I,
one I
i

Lisa oates, nominated by Councilmember Scarborough.
Samuel Long, nominated by Councilmember Patterson.
Byron Wilkenfeld, nominated by Councilmember Reid.
Ronald Hair, nominated by Councilmember Majeed.

Results of the first ballot were recorded as follows:
1.
2.
3.

4.

Idsa Oates, 1 vote - Councilmember Hammond.
Samuel Long, 1 vote - Councilmember Patterson.
Byron Wilkenfeld, 4 votes - Councilmembers Campbell, McCrory, Reid
and Wheeler.
Ronald Hair, 5 votes - Councilmembers Clodfelter, Majeed, Mangum,
Martin and Scarborough.

(

i

I
i

[

Since none of the nominees received six votes a second ballot was taken I
between Byron Wilkenfeld and Ronald Hair and results were as follows:
1.
2.

Byron Wilkenfeld, 4 votes - Councilmembers Campbell, McCrory, Reid and
Wheeler.
Ronald Hair, 7 votes - councilmembers Clodfelter, Hammond, Majeed,
Mangum, Martin, Patterson and Scarborough.
Mr. Hair was appointed.

Cr1mestoppers - The following nominees were considered for one appointment:
1.
2.

James Barnett, nominated by Councilmember Majeed.
Phillip Dee, nominated by Councilmember Mangum.

Results of the first ballot was recorded as follows:
1.

2.

mpl

James Barnett, 7 votes - Councilmembers Clodfelter, Hammond, Majeed,
Martin, Patterson, Scarborough and Wheeler.
Phillip Dee, 4 votes - Councilmembers Campbell, McCrory, Mangum and
Reid.

I

i
I'

,
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Mr. Barnett was appointed.

Domestic Violence Advisory Board - The following
for three appointments:
1.
2.
3.
4.
5.

nominees were

considere

Melody Moore - Hunt, nominated by Councilmember Scarborough.
Barbara J. Watson, nominated by Councilmember Scarborough.
Janice Coulter, nominated by Councilmember Campbell.
June Kimmel, nominated by Councilmember Campbell.
Valerie Woodard, nominated by Councilmember Campbell.

6.

Christina McClurd, nominated by Councilmember McCrory.

7.
S.

Pat Smith-Hooper, nominated by Councilmember Wheeler.
Mary Barker, nominated by Councilmember Maj eed.

Results of the first ballot were recorded as follows:
1.
2.
3.
4.
5.
6.
7.
8.

Melody Moore-Hunt, 8 votes - COUllcilmembers Clodfelter, Hammond,
Majeed, Mangum, Martin, Patterson,
Scarborough and Wheeler.
Barbara J. Watson, 1 vote - Counoilmember Soarborough.
Janioe Colter, 2 votes - Councilmembers Campbell and Reid.
June Kimmel, 5 votes - Counoilmembers Campbell, Clodfelter, Hammond,
Patterson and Wheeler.
Valerie Woodard, 4 votes - Councilmembers Campbell, Majeed, Martin
and Soarborough.
Christina MoClurd, 3 votes - Counoilmembers MoCrory, Mangum and Reid.
Pat Smith-Hooper, 4 votes - Counoilmembers Clodfelter, Hammond,
Mangum and Wheeler.
Mary Barker, 3 votes - Counoilmembers Majeed, Martin and Patterson.
I

Melody Moore-Hunt was appointed and a second ballot was taken between Jun
Kimmel, Valerie Woodard and Pat Smith-Hooper. The results were as follows:
1.
2.
3.

June Kimmel, 8 votes - Counoilmemhers Campbell, Clodfelter, Hammond,
MoCrory, Mangum, Patterson, Reid and Wheeler.
Valerie Woodard, 6 votes - Councilmemhers Campbell, MoCrory, Majeed,
Hartin, Reid and Scarborough.
Pat Smith-Hooper, 5 votes - Counoilmembers Clodfelter, Hammond,
Mangum, Patterson and Wheeler.

Ms. Kimmel and Ms. Woodard were appointed.
Housing

Authority-

I appointment:
I 1.
1

2.
3.
4.

is.

6.
7.
8.

The

following

nominees

were

oonsidered

Conrad Pridgen, nominated by Counoilmember Majeed
Joshua Neal, nominated by Counoilmember Mangum
Maoeo Mayo, nominated by Councilmember Clodfelter
Dean Noble, nominated by Councilmember Wheeler
Malcolm Graham, nominated by Counoilmember Hartin
Judith Anne Ashfeld, nominated by Councilmember Reid
Bobby Drakeford, nominated by Counoilmember Campbell
David Bailey, nominated by Councilmember Campbell

for

~

Results of the first ballot were reoorded as follows:
1.

2.
3.
4.
5.
6.
7.
8.

Conrad Pridgen, 2 votes - Counoilmembers Hammond and Martin.
Joshua Neal, 5 votes - Counoilmembers McCrory, Majeed, Mangum,
Patterson and Soarborough.
Maoeo Mayo, 1 vote - Councilmember Clodfelter.
Dean Noble, 1 vote - Couno1lmember Wheeler.
Malcolm Graham, 0 votes.
Judith Anne Ashfeld, 1 vote - Counoilmember Reid.
Bobby Drakeford, 1 vote - Counoilmember Campbell.
David Bailey, 0 votes.

Neither candidate reoeived 6 votes, therefore a seoond ballot was take
between Conrad Pridgen and Joshua Neal and recorded as follows:

mpl

I
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1.

Conrad Pridgen, 5 votes - Councilmembers Clodfelter, Hammond, Majeed,
Martin and Wheeler.

2.

Joshua Neal, 6 votes - Councilmembers Campbell, McCrory, Mangum,

Patterson, Reid and Scarborough.
Mr. Neal was appointed.

Parade Permit COIIIIIIIittee- The following nominees
appointment to fill an unexpired term:

were considered for

1.

Charles Winn, nominated by Councilmember Reid.

2.

Roderick Bailey, nominated by Councilmember McCrory.

3.

William Martin, nominated by COWlcilmember Wheeler.

4.

Louise Sellers, nominated by Councilmember Majeed.

The results of the first ballot were recorded as follows:
1.

Charles Winn, 2 votes - Councilmembers McCrory and Reid.

2.
3•
4.

Roderick Bailey, 0 votes.
William Martin, 1 vote - Councilmember Mangum.
Louise Sellers, 8 votes - Counoilmembers Campbell, Clodfelter,
Hammond, Majeed, Martin, Patterson,
Scarborough and Wheeler.

Sister Cities
unexpired term:

1.

2.
3.
4.
5.
6.

COIIlIIIittee

I

The following nominees were considered for onel

Raymond Worsley, nominated by Councilmember Maj eed.
James Middlebrooks, nominated by Councilmember Clodfelter.
Richard Welsh, nominated by Councilmember McCrory.
Carole Stephenson, nominated by Councilmember Hammond.
Samuel Long, nominated by Councilmember Patterson.
Bob OVerholtz, nominated by Councilmember Campbell.

I

I

I
j

Results of the first ballot were recorded as follows:
1.

2.
3.
4.

5.
6.

I

Raymond Worsley, 3 votes - Councilmembers Majeed, Martin and
Scarborough.
James Middlebrooks, 3 votes - Councilmembers Clodfelter, Hammond and
Reid.
Richard Welsh, 1 vote - Councilmember McCrory.
Carole Stephenson, 0 votes.
Samuel Long, 1 vote - Councilmembers Patterson.
Bob OVerholtz, 3 votes - Councilmembers Campbell, Mangum and Wheeler.

I,

I

None of the candidates received 6 votes, therefore a second ballot was
taken between
Raymond Worsley, James Middlebrooks, and Bob OVerholtz and!
results were recorded as follows:

I

1.

2.
3.

Raymond Worsley, 3 votes - Councilmembers Campbell, Majeed and
Scarborough.
James Middlebrooks, 4 votes - Councilmembers Clodfelter, Hammond,
Mangum and Patterson.
Bob OVerholtz, 4 votes - Councilmembers McCrory, Martin, Reid and
Wheeler.

Hone of the above candidates received 6 votes, therefore a third ballot
z

I
i

I
I

I'

was I

~enJ:::e::d::::o::~l:b::::: :n:O::i:ee::::: C::f:::::~e:':o::~lOWS:
2.
1Ir.

mpl

Majeed, Martin, Patterson and
Scarborough.
Bob OVerholtz, 5 votes - Councilmembers Campbell, MCCrory ~ Mangum,
Reid and Wheeler.

Middlebrooks

was

appointed.

I
II

I

i

I
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Transit Advisory Committee one unexpired appointment:
1.

2.
3.
4.
S.
6.
7.

The following

nominees

were

considered

fo

Inell Roberts, nominated by Councilmember Scarborough.
Bob Overholtz, nominated by Councilmember Campbell.
William Hartin, nominated by Councilmember Reid.
Sarah Duncan, nominated by Councilmember Hammond.
John Greer, nominated by Counc1lmember McCrory.
Allan Clark Anderson, nominated by Councilmember Martin.
Maceo Kayo, nominated by Councilmember Majeed.

Results of the first ballot were recorded as follows:
1.

2.
3.
4.
5.

6.

7.

Inell Roberts, 1 vote - Councilmember Scarborough.
Bob Overholtz, 1 vote - Councilmember Campbell.
William Martin, 2 votes - Councilmembers Reid and Patterson.
Sarah Duncan, 1 vote - Councilmember Hammond.
John Greer, 2 votes - Councilmembers McCrory and Wheeler.
Allan Clark Anderson, 3 votes - Councilmembers Clodfelter, Mangum and
Martin.
Maceo Mayo, 1 vote - Councilmember Majeed.

None of the candidates received 6 votes, therefore a second ballot wa
taken between William Martin and Allan Anderson. The results were recorde
as follows:
1.
2.

William Martin, 7 votes - Councilmembers Hammond, McCrory, Majeed,
Mangum, Patterson, Reid and Wheeler.
Allan Anderson, 3 votes - Councilmembers Clodfelter, Martin and
Scarborough.

Tree Advisory Commission
appointment:
1.
2.
3.
4.
5.

- The following nominees were considered for on

Eric Solow, nominated by Councilmember Clodfelter.
Bruce Brodt, nominated by CO\U1cilmember Wheeler.
Jackie Faulkner, nominated by Councilmember Kajeed.
Jill Beitel, nominated by CO\U1cilmember Reid.
Dorothy Fleck, nominated by Councilmember Campbell.

Results of the first ballot were recorded as follows:
1.

I 2.

3.
4.

5.

Eric Solow, 5 votes - Councilmembers Clodfelter, Hammond, Mangum,
Patterson and Scarborough.
Bruce Brodt, 1 vote - Councilmember Wheeler.
Jackie Faulkner, 2 votes - CO\U1cilmembers Majeed and Hartin.
Jill Bietel, 2 votes - Councilmembers McCrory and Reid.
Do Fleck, 1 vote - Councilmember Campbell.

1

None of the nominees received 6 votes, therefore a second ballot was take
. between Eric Solow, Jackie Faulkner and Jill Bietel. The results wer
recorded as follows:

I

1.

2.
3.
1

Eric Solow, 6 votes - Councilmembers Clodfelt.er, Hammond, Mangum,
Patterson, Scarborough and Wheeler.
Jackie Faulkner, 2 votes - Councilmembers Majeed and Martin.
Jill Beitel, 3 votes - Counc11memhers Campbell, McCrory, and Reid.

Mr. Solow was appointed.

I Zoning

Board of Adjustment- The following nominees were considered
appointment to fill an unexpired term.:

II 1.
1

2.
3.
4.

15.

John Ramadan, nominated by COWlc1lmember Majeed.
Walter Fields, nominated by Counci!member Clodfelter.
Bruce Brodt, nominated by COWlcilmember Reid.
Stephen Kearney, nominated by Councilmember Patterson.
Earl Driggers, nominated by Councilmember Campbell.

I Results of the first ballot were recorded as follows:

I mpl
!
!

for

on
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i

!

i

John'Ramadan, 2 votes - Councilmembers Majeed and Martin.
"alter Fields, (Withdrew his name)
Bruce Brodt, 1 vote - Councilmember Reid.
Stephen Keamey, 4 votes - Councilmembers Hammond, Mangum and

1.

2.
3.
4.

!
I

I
Ii'

Patterson.
Earl Driggers, 3 votes - Councilmember Campbell, Clodfelter and
McCrory.

5.

Neither of the candidates received 6 votes, therefore"a
taken

between

Stephen

Kearney

and

Earl

Driggers.

second
The

ballot

waJ

results were as

follows:
1.

Stephen Kearney, 7 votes - Councilmembers Clodfelter, Hammond,

Mangum, Martin, Patterson, Scarborough and

Wheeler.
2.

Earl Driggers, 4 votes - Counci!members Campbell, McCrory, Majeed and
Reid.

Mr. Kearney was appointed.

*******
[
[

Motion was made by Councilmember Scarborouqh seconded by Councilmember
Mangum, and carried unanimOUSly, to adjourn the meeting at 9:00 p.m.

Length of Meeting: 1 Hours, 50 Minutes
Minutes Completed: January 5, 1993
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